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VALPARAISO EARTHQUAKE

POL T CS SERVE

TO ENLIVEN
LIFE

Porto Rico

IN THE

Elections

Outdis-

tance Scenes at a Hot New
Mexico Election for Mayor
Domo of Acequias,
NEGROES HAVE EQUAL
CHANCE WITH WHITES
A

Land of Curious People and
Wonderful Possibilities Now
Being Exploited by American Brains and Money,

(By .Tudge Bernard S. Rodey.)
(Note: The flrat Installment of
Judge Rodey's engaging description
of conditions, customs and people In
Porto Rico appeared In the Morning
Journal yesterday, (Saturday) morning. Together the two letters give a
splendid picture of the wonderful little island enlivened by a stylo and humor all Judge Rodey's own.)
S.in Juan, Forto Rico, Aug. 10.
Politics! Well, I should smile they
have more to the acre than in any
county In New Mexico. An election
here would throw even the election
mayordomo of an acequia at home
into a shade as black as cerebus.
What on earth it Is nil about is not
apparent to the newcomer; all they
can elect is the lower house of the
legislature anil the municipal officers.
are hedged
All their expenditures
about by officials from the states. The
island has a splendid financial system.
It receives all Its own customs duties
and Internal revenue taxes Into Its
own treasury. This amounts to about
a million and a half a year, and the
Island is of course much better off in
that regard than is New Mexico or
Arizona. When the politicians found
out that if they obtained a full territorial government which they were
clamoring for, they would lose this
money they shut up, and now do not
Newspapers!
mention the matter.They have
Well, 1 should murmur.
more to the acre than In an Arizona
mining camp. The editorials make
the Katonsville efforts described by
Dickens look like thirty cents.
You think we have some politics In
Well, I admit we
the southwest.
have, but say! we are only beginners
beside these Latins down here. There
are more political organizations, cencommittees,
tral
headquarters, political meetings and
political rows In a week than we
would have in a year. The middlea
and lower classes of people (in
llnancial sense) in no Instance have a
savage look; on the contrary, they all
have a sort of mild and servile look,
with
the women having meek faces, eyes,
blue or black deadlsh sort of
and the handsome ones having that
fawn-lik- e
innocence In them that the
novelists describe so much.
There are not many rich or educated negroes on the island, but there
one, Doctor Barbosa, who Is a very
tine' man and is a member of the executive council. There Is a negro, a
Mr. Timoteo, on the jury at the present term of tfie court I preside over
and he Is a very Intelligent man,
fluently.
speaking both languages
There isn't much of the prejudice
against the negro here that there is
in the states, in fact, among the middle and lower classes (In a financial
sense) there Is practically no distinction In social matters or otherwise between the negro and any other perAmong the people of mixed
son.
bloods, there can be no distinction because they could not tell where to
draw the line. The poor negro has
some show for his white alley here
relatively with the rest of the Inhabitants. He Is not looked down upon
or discriminated against as he Is In
the states.
A Really Pnmp Climate.
This country Is damp. Perhaps It
is characterized as very damp. You
can Imagine how a person from the
dry southwest Is astonished when he
finds that If ho puts his coat or pants
away in a closet, Just after wearing
them and of course perspiring In
them, that unless he takes them out
and brushes them every day or two
thev will mildew. It Is said that evIncluding
erything
here mildews.
one's tongue, If not used. No danger
to mine.
The wind blows here. Well, rather.
It blows, as it Is said, twelve months
In the year from the east or nearly
from that quarter. All trees not sheltered lean to the west. No wonder
I
Mr. Columbus sailed to the west.
don't see how he could have sailed
how
know
else,
I
don't
and
anywhere
he ever got back to flpaln, unless he
went north and got Into the gulf
However, the breeze or
stream.
semi-bloIs so balmy that one don't
mind It after a day or two. Every
smokestack and chimney forms a
right angle with the smoko, the latter
pointing westward.
Mosquitoes are not visible in the
daytime, but at night they are always
with you, so everybody sleeps undet-square canopy of white muslin or
netting. This shuts out the air a little and annoys one at first, but as the
windows are all doors (that's a
French bull) there's plenty of air
1

w

coming in. The fire Insurance man
has insured every shack on the Island
and as there are no stoves and no
fires to speak of, he has a snap.
There is satisfaction in the thought
that you don't have to fawn upon the
coal man for a few tons of coal, nor
upon the hardware man for a new
stove, nnd as to the plumber, why you
can certainly walk down the street
without feeling that he Is ycur superior, and you don't care a red cent
whether you ever see a new overcoat
or not. You are rid of some of the
slaveries of civilization here. The life
Insurance man is not In evidence. I
don't know why, unless It is in the
tropics, and they are afraid of an epidemic of yellow fever.
In the towns nearly every ground
floor Is latticed
and iron barred.
There Is not much glass used in the
houses, save of course the new houses
built since American occupation.
Modes of Travel.
The horses of the Island are the
prettiest lot of little animals you can
imagine. They are all fine limbed
little things that look like race horses, but oh, so small; they are about
the size of the
small native New Mex'
ican mule.
There Isn't a hundred
American horses on the island yet.
These little animals when hitched up
to a large surrey look ridiculous
they arc away out at the end of the
pole so far from the driver, and the
natives haven't sense enough to
shorten the pole. The little animals
have been bred in the Island for hundreds of years, and are no doubt descended from pretty good Spanish
stock of long ago In conquistadora
days.
The lack of grain (there Is
none on the island) and the mountainous character of the whole surface
h is probably stunted them, but still
they retain their blood and their
shapes and their beauty. They are
the toughest little things imaginable
in horseflesh.
They will pull a load
equal to any American horse, and pull
It as fast and as far and make less
fuss about it, and then make no
kick at being turned out to hunt for
a living, and next morning begin tho
same work over.
The Spanish government built a few
long and splendid macadamized mails
in oss and around the island, and the
new government added to them until
at present with the railroad added,
you can get to almost any part of tho
country rather easily. These government roads are indeed fine and are
kept in fine shape. The scenery along
them is superb. Every mile of them
Is fully equal to the very best natural
mesa road In the southwest. Without
them you could hardly travel at all.
The engineering
feats overcome in
their construction are both marvelous and very costly.
The narrow
gauge In northern New Mexlc o doen
not surpass It. A curious thing Is
that the poorer classes bring all their
truck to market In "creels" on the
bachl of these little horses. A creel
Is a wicker basket, hung one on each
side of the horse, my Irish friends
will understand.
When the first one
caught my eye, I involuntarily ejaculated, ".Shades of my departed infancy am I in Ireland again?"
The
women of all classes ride
and it looks as clumsy to me as it did
when the barbarous custom prevailed
l

side-sadul- e,

in New Mexico.

Owing to the climate, a country of
linen and cotton clothing, the working classes look mighty dirty In midweek, but on Sunday you never saw
such
an array of spick and span

cleanliness. It Is a delight to see the
people on Sunday, they look so clean,
and the glsJs dress so chic, even if
cheaply. Hundreds of thousands of the
worklngmen and women go barefoot;
so do the children. Native rum Is the
prevailing drink; It takes the same
place In the economy of tho country
that our vino del pais does, and it Is
quite as potent as a crime producer
at the bailes and fandangos.
It Is astonishing the hold the foreigners have in the island In business
matters. The biggest fraction of the
and there
business establishments,
are some big ones, and of the sugar
by
and
Spaniards
factories are owned
French, and In a few cases by Germans.

There Is still quite a considerable
quantity of foreign goods to be seen
Nearly all the whiskies,
one sale.
ales and beers are foreign, but Pabst
and Sehlltz are beginning to desecrate
the beauty of the trees and the landscape with puffs of their brews.
There Is probably a little over a
million of people on the Island. The
buildings In the towns are quite substantial. There are practically no
country farm houses or buildings
such as are seen In the states. Probably the largest number of the people
live In the country, but they live In
shacks made out of the bark of the
Royal palm and thatched with its
dried leaves. Driving over the mountains of the Island It is apparent that
more than half of these shacks are
hidden In the foliage, which, of
course, Is luxuriant and tropical everywhere, and you do not see them
until you are right at them. Thus,
to the eye It looks as If the country
was uninhabited, but at every turn
of the road and on eyery hillside, If
you look closely, you Will see that the
country is densely populated.
A I and of Possibilities.
To own land In this country means
something.
It means that you can
Nothing but swamp
raise a crop.
land, which only occurs In salt water
lagoons along the shores, Is
Tho price of land Is fast
going out of sight on the north side
of the Island but Is still cheap on the
south side. A hundred acres of land
In this island planted In pineapples,
coffee, oranges, sugarcane or other of
the crops that grow here, will bring
an income or about IZO, 000 net per
A man and a fumlly can
iinnum.
enjoy a splendid Income from twenty
aeren properly cultivated and bearing.
Por the average American In this
country the cost of living, save for
house rent, and meat which is sky
high, Is considerably less than In the
states, because of cheap vegetables
nnd cheap labor. The barefoot, cotton-clad
natives, who are principally
laborers, live on such small sums
that If I would state It would appear
Incredible.
The Island Is organized just about
like any territory as for government,
save that the president In addition to

the other officer which he usually
appoints, appoints all of the territorial
council, the house only being elected.
A majority of these appointed coun- (Continued on Page S, Column S.)
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"Most Remarkable

Career in
History of Banking," Says
Bank Examiner Jones in His
Report to State Auditor,

i

A

MILLION

Believes President's Pnvate
Forger Has Fled to Italy,
Stensland Covered All His
Tracks Losses in Detail,
Springfield,

Aug. 18.

Bank

Ex-

aminer Jones, In his report to
auditor of public accounts on the

the
Mi-

111.,

MEXICO

Avenue State bank of Chicago, which was received by the auditor today, estimates the total defalcations through the manipulation of
the affairs of the bank by President
Stensland to be $1.000,000 and possibly more.
He says the closing of
the bank was the consummation of
and,
a career the most remarkable
in his opinion, the most conspicuous
in the history of banking.
On his examination of November 15,
l!)0r, everything appeared to be prosperous and satisfactory, but It has
since developed that in the figures
were many questionable and forged
notes, the exact amount of Which
nobody but the president or cashier
can determine.
He Is of the opinion
that Mr. Alsborg, chief clerk; Assistant Paying Teller Frank KowalskI,
who has since committed suicide;
John Gulllnskl, the receiver, anil Mr.
Esdohr, paying teller, and without
doubt others of the employes, had
guilty knowledge of many things
which were not divulged to him by
the directors.
Mr. Jones declares that Cashier
Bering, In swearing to the statement
of January 30, 1906, perjured himself
to the amount of $184.839. and in
the April statement to the extent of
$292,123.
He declares that the executive committee and the examining
committee of the bank never acted in
an official capacity, and that had they
done so, each member of the two
committees would have found his
forged note In the assets.
Cashier Herlng, he says, denied
forging the notes, and failing to implicate President Stensland, gave him
to understand that an Italian named
Demarlo, employed In the hank, had
been the guilty party, and that StensState's
land had given him $6.000.
Attorney Healey learns that Domarlo
Is now In Italy.
Mr. Jones finds that the Steel Ball
obligations aggregated $180, and that
they will not pay 10 cents on the
dollar.
The P. O. Stensland paper, aggregates $145,000, according to his examination, and the paper of the Mistore
lwaukee Avenue
and Its ramifications, $76,000.
The
capital stock of the bank, amounting
to $250,000, and the surplus and undivided profits of $300.000 are wiped
out, and there Is stll a deficit of $450.-00Tho notes which carried this
deficiency were forged paper, or at
least paper, to say the least, which
was questionable.
Three hundred
thousand dollars of Stensland's subdivision notes were shown under tho
In former exhead of real estate.
aminations these notes were always
shown minus the matured coupon,
and Mr. Jones was always Informed
the' Interest had been paid.
Now he
finds that this was not the case and
coupons
put
Into a
the
had been
package and kept In the cashier's
special box and never exhibited to the
examiner on previous examinations.
The IiOsses,
The losses are divided as follows:
Forged and worthless paper, $466,-50at least questionable paper, If
not forged, $200,000; Steel Ball lnsscj,
$180.000; real estate losses, $153,000.
The report says that the examination of the bank the years passed
have always shown it to be in a fine
condition, and that the last examln;
ution showed absolutely no suspicious
Mr. Jones considera
circumstances.
it one of the most remarkable exbanking
amples in
that crookedness
on such a scale could be concealed.
Be says that even prior to the organization of this bank It Is now common
report that many crooked things
were done by the Stenslands,
who
then conducted a private banking institution.
lwaukee

0.

0;

SPOKANF SCSPFCT IS
NOT PAUL KTFST,.NI
Spokane, Wash., Aug. 18 A stranger who was suspected of being Paul
O. Htcnsland, fugitive president of the
failed Milwaukee Avenue State bank
of Chicago, and who was detained several hours at Midway, B. C, today,
hns been permitted to go his way.
The constable
at Midway tonight
stated that tho man and the young
woman who accompanied him did not
correspond to the descriptions sent out
by the Chicago police of Stensland
and the woman, who Is supposed to
have accompanied him.

IN

Damage Many Millions and Loss

WARSAW

Syrians.

Berlin, Aug. 18. The Warsaw correspondent of the Vossltche Zettung
gives the following lescriptlon of the
situation there:
"The population Is terribly distressed and there is hardly any street
traffic on account of the insecurity r.f
life. The soldiers have received orders
to fire on everybody arousing suspicion. All the hospitals aro so overcrowded that patients are obliged to
lie on the floors and passages. In the
morgue there are still lying 38 dead
who were found In the streets. It Is
not known how many have been burled secretly during the night by tho
police.
It is impossible to ascertain
the number of dead or wounded. Dr,
Lorentovvicz and his assistants in the
hospital in the suburb of Wole bandaged the wounds of 474 persons. Tho
center of the town is quiet, but it is
most dangerous to enter the Jewish
quarter."
LODZ SINGLED

out

REVOLUTION

FROM FORCE OF HABIT
Cuban Rural Guards Have Encounter
With Rebellious Kami in linar.
Havana, Aug. IS. The rumors of
uprisings In Cuba are confirmed in
A detachment
some quarters.
of
rural guards last night encountered
a band of thirty men near Rio Hondo,
province of Pinar del Rio. The band,
which is commanded by Colonel Pozo,
the well known veteran, fled after an
exchange of shots. Rural guards recently encountered a band of outlaws In Santiago province.
One of
the rural guard was wounded and
two of the outlaws were captured.
The grounds for tho uprising are
vague, and are said to be Blmply
general discontent and a recurrence of
the revolutionary habit among the
Ignorant adventurists.
The secretary of the Interior declared that fourteen bands of outlaws
In the Rio Hondo province have been
dispersed.
Scrap Warming Up.
The Dally Mall's
n
says the
incidents have reached a
dangerous phase especially In tlw
Kustonje district, where a collision
took place yesterday between Turks
and Bulgarians at the frontier post jf
Schdrepanlza.
Turko-Biilgarlu-

n

London, Aug. 18.
Sofia correspondent

Turko-Bulgaria-

Revolution In San .Domingo.
Cape Haytlen, Aug. 18. A serious
revolution, according to advices received here by couriers today,
has
broken out In San Domingo. Revolutionary bands In command of General
Navarro ore said to have landed near

Riviere and have attacked and captured Dajabon, which was pillaged
and abandoned after twenty persons
had been killed. The revolutionists
are now said to be near Ouaybln and
to be marching on Monte Chrlstl. It
Is said General Beschamps
will assume command of the forces and operate against the government In favor
of former President Jlmlnez. A state
of anarchy provalls In the northern
part of Santo Domingo.

Fully five

thousand people, according to the latest
patches from Santiago de Chile, lost their lives in the
lparaiso disaster.

Santiago also suffered severely.

dis-

Va-

Thirty

persons were killed there and the property loss is placed ai
$2,000,000.
Except the foregoing, no estimate of the damage and

casualties caused by the earthquake in Chile has been received
at New York up to 11 o'clock tonight, and the above dispatch
lacks confirmation.
Panic reigns in both cities. The people
are in the grip of fear of further shocks and are fleeing. Refu-

r,

,"

TERRIBLE OUTRAGES IN
refugees continues. The disturbances are confined to the
VTLLAGB8 OF CAUCASUS
Odessa, Aug. 18. "Dead or alive, Pacific slope of
the Andes, but Iquique, the center of the nitrate
otherwise your villages will be rooted
from the face of the earth."
By Issuing proclamations containing industry, has escaped injury.
The disturbance was recorded
this sentence, tho officers In command
of the flying detachments In the Cau
by seismographs in Washington, Honolulu, Hamburg and Goet-tinge- n.
casus are compelling the natives to
help In the search for offenders, maiy
Various firms in Europe and America with business
of whom have been merely guilty uf
criticising the local administration.
A Georgian near Tlflls wrote a letinterests in Chile have received telegrams announcing the
ter to the local papers urging the authorities to Inquire Into certain cases
of bribery. The military authorities safety of their employes.
attempted his arrest, and on his fleeing, burnt four villages through which
Among the places reported to have been damaged or deshe had passed,
because the inhabitants had refused to kill or capture
him. Four men wcro killed, and the troyed are Vina del Mar, 12,000 people, three miles from Vawomen handed over to the Cossacks.
Near Ellzabethpol a band of brig- lparaiso; Quilorque
and Limache of 4,000 people each, both
ands descended on a village, wounded
a Cossack, and plundered the villagers. The Cossacks pursued the ban- in Valparaiso province; Quillota, twenty-si- x
miles from Vadits, and as they failed to catch them,
held tho village responsible.
They
hanged the headman, and suspended lparaiso; lllapet, 5,000 people, three hundred miles northwest
four men bv the legs to a tree branch,
swearing that If anyone cut them of Santiago; Vallenar, 5,000 people, three hundred miles
down they would massacre the wholo
village.
The "punitive columns" of Genernts

Levltsky and Werner are spreading
terror all through the district of
Werner's men have burnt village after village, and forbidden tto
villages which he spared to shelter refugees. Scores of children are perishing on the hillsides, and the terror
so great that many villages refuse to
Race ai Marbleliend.
Marblehead, Mass., Aug. 18. After let any stranger approach within a
sailing three trial races today the mile.'
German-America- n
regatta committee
of the Eastern Yacht club elected the
Conisilcd to Acquit Prisoner.
Caramba, Auk and Vim to defend tho
Rome, Aug. 18. A stern court marRoosevelt cup against the three Ger- tial at Ancona has been compelled to
man sonder class yachts next month. acquit a prisoner by the threats of tho
The Caramba won the second and citizens of Trapanl, Sicily.
third races today and was second in
Tho prisoner, Sergeant Alestra. was
the first race.
a native of Trapanl, and was accused
of cowardice during the Cretan rebelChicago Yachtsman Wins.
lion.
they heard the charge
Chicago, Aug 18. Cherry Circle, againstWhen
their fellow-cltlsetho people
the representative of the Chicago Ath- of Trnpanl announced
(hat they
letic association In the 1901 Llpton would rise In rebellion if he was concup series for
yachts, won the demned; for, they proudly
declared,
first contest here today from a fleet
of eight other entries.
(Continued on i 'ago 'J, Column 5!)
ot

FLEEING FROM THE RUINS

FOR NEXT MASSACRE
Lodz. Aug. 18. Lodz is the next
city In which a massacre of Jews may
be expected. The date appointed ll gees from Valparaiso are getting into Santiago, forty-tw- o
miles
towards the end of this month, and
unless Intervention comes from St. away. The disturbances have
covered a wide area. Shocks
Petersburg, Blelostock is likely to to
outdone in horror.
With the complete knowledge of the were felt at Tacna, in the extreme north of Chile. A number of
authorities,
Superintendent
Police
Rikatcheff is organizing hooligans, minor towns have either been
destroyed of materially damaged.
distributing "patriotic" literature, and
spreading stories of mythical Jewish
Valparaiso has been described as nearly destroyed, while
atrocities on Roman Uathollcts.
The attempt to get up a "pogrom"
In Lodz Is particularly Instructivo owanother message says that half that city has become a prey
ing to the record of Its chief orguif-zeRikatcheff. who Is a particular
favorite of the department of police af to the earthquake and the flames.
The los of life and property
St. Petersburg, when a simple constable, he attracted attention for his fe- was
undoubtedly very heavy.
rocious conduct. Credible witnesses
IWOre thnt he beat a child to death.
Telegraphic communication has been established with
Rlkatcheir was put on trial, and
duly acquitted, against overwhelming
To compensate him for the Chile,
evidence.
but no messages have yet been received from Valparaiso.
inconvenience, the police department
promoted him to the rank of
or Junior officer, and sent
The first shock occurred Thursday evening about 8:30
him to Saratoff, where he promptly
began an agitation against
tho few
Jews In the town. Tho scandal became and was followed by others at intervals throughout the night.
so hot that the local police master dismissed him from the force.
Panic prevailed and the streets were filled with hysterical,
But again the powerful protectors
pogrom
organizers Intervened. Two
or
Half the inhabitants of Santiago
months ago, to the horror of the peo- wailing and praying people.
ple who knew his record, Rikatcheff
turned up at Lodz. This time he ap- stayed on the streets or fled to the country Thursday night.
peared In the rank of "prista v" or senior officer, and naturally began his Fires
followed in Santiago, but were quickly extinguished by a
agitation again.
The local Polish newspaper, describing Rlkatcheff's career, said sarcasti
providential downpour of rain. Valparaiso suffered much from
cally, "If l'rlstav Rikatcheff contlnu-- s
his zealous work, he will end as minfire. Many people have left the two cities and the stream of
ister of the Interior."
"okolo-totltchni-

HAVING

REGUGEES

FEAR-CRAZE- D

Caucasus,

Washington,
Aug. 18. The dishas been made by James R.
the immigration inspector in
charge at St. Louis, of the wholesale
smuggling of Immigrants from Mexico
into the United States.
Every one of
the Immigrants was barred by law
from entering the United States because of trachoma, a contagious disease of the eyes.
Officials of the
Immigrant service are now engaged in
locating the immigrants who were
smuggled into the country with a
view to their deportation.
The case is interesting and extraordinary. A party of about fifty Syrians applied for passage to the United
Every one
Stales at Naples. Italy.
of them was found to be afflicted with
trachoma and the steamship company
refused to accept them for passage to
They were informed
this country.
that they could go to Mexico and
then "work their way" into the United States. On their arrival In Mexico they scattered over the country for
a while, but eventually reached the
border near Laredo, Texas.
They
were then smuggled across the border
above Laredo, the smugglers receiving $12 per head.
The Syrians were peddlers and began immediately to ply their vocation In this country, going from place
to place, thus becomms; (separated.
Inspector Dunn located a Syrian In
St. Louis named John Shahadle Jacob,
who, he believed, was unlawfully In
the country. When he examined Jacob the man told a story about having been landed In Philadelphia, but
a little Investigation ShOWsd that that
story was untrue.
Confronted with
proof that he hail not told the truth.
Jacob broke down and told how he
and his Syrian friends had been smuggled across the Mexican border.
Jacob gave Inspector Dunn all the
names of the party ho could remember, and tho officers of the Immigration service are now searching for
them. Jacob is being held for a time
to assist In Identifying tho other

of Life

Worse Than in the San
Francisco Cataclysm

MURDER ALL SUSPECTS

Makes a Lodz Marked for Next Jewish
Sensational Discovery of In
Massacre
Terrible Outflux of Foreigners
rages in Villages of the

Trachoma,

,

VI

St, Louis Inspector

covery
Dunn,

TOTAL DEFALCATIONS
MORE THAN

IN FROM

TROOPS

Chilean City Almost
Wiped Off Map fa
Temblor and Holocau

north of Santiago, and other smaller towns.
Houses in Valparaiso and Santiago, as well as other

z.

towns in Chile are built to withstand earthquakes.

They are

made of stone, with thick walls and are seldom more than two

stories high.
was the case

They are, therefore, not very combustible, as
in

San Francisco.

PROPERTY

LOSS EXPECTED

EASILY

f

REACH

TO

$2,000,000

Santiago, Chile, Aug. 18 It is reported from Valparaiso
that five thousand deaths resulted from the earthquake. The
details are incomplete as there is no direct communication

. 2

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL,
tied with fear and coulfl renBer little
asatlstance to the vlutms.
The business section of the city Is almost destroyed and llree are steadily raging.
We are suffering here a repetition of
the horrors of Sun Francisco. As
night comes on the city Is verywhere
aglow with unobstructed llres. clouds
of smoke and vapor settle Into
and house where throngs of
homeless ones are wandering about
razed with fear. It Is almost Impossible to ascetrtaln how wide an area
of country
the visitation has laid
waste. Nothing has been heard from
Santiago, the capital of Chile, and It
is feared the fate of that city Is as
bad or worse than that of Valparaiso.
Telegraphic communication Is cut off
in everv direction. No trains have arrived ur left the city since the first
shook, as all railroad
tunnels are
(tiled and miles of track on the sur-f.e are twisted and rendered useless-Thday had been as usuil cslm
and pleasant. At k o'clock the amolé
city seemed suddenly to swing back-wand forward, and then came a
sudden Jolt of such mighty force that
rows of buildings toppled to the earth
as if made of brittle plaster. Whole
rows of buildings went down in a few
seconds. Soon after the second shock
had subsided. It became known thn
business section of the city w is doomed by (ire.
Befóte midnight it was
evident the Bella Vista section was
tlaO doomed,
liefore the people were
given time to realize the magnitude Of
the
ilamltv. again the city was
shaken with vióleme greater than before. The earth In places lifted and
pitched
buildings
forward.
This
shock continued longer thin the lirst
When t subsided (Ires were blazing.
Many landslides occurred around the
city and scores of lives were lost.

LOSS OF LIFE IN
FIRE REACHES
APPALLING

STILL AFTER OIL Ik
THE

JF.MKZ HOT SPRINGS

HELL

ALBUQUERQUE,

Is now open all the year around
Heat of Accommodations

Capita

FIELD

Otero's

Laid in Ruins by Series oí

Fearful Earth Waves
Devoured by Flames,

and

BUILDINGS LIFTED AND
DASHED TO EARTH

That Valparaiso and
Santiago Are Both Doomed

Believed

Extinction by Raging
Fires Following Quake,

between Vnlparalao and Santiago. In
city tnére were thirty deaths.
v tlue "f property destroyed will

Ihta

Tin'

rV
l

)

h JJ.ntlO.OOO.

ot

n st BTERRAN'XEAN
M MBLfNGS ACtdMI'AW slldl h
Daenos Ayres. Aoje, is. A dlapatch
here from La I'm my that

reporta recalvtd there show that th
earthquake shocks eontlnue st
whan panic prevails.
The (it,' orljfinlatod in the T'laza
da Orden ami is spreading rapidly to
thi1 northern portion of the itv.
The dlspataa aaya that it is iffli :,
confirmad from La Berena, i'hii
that much tenace was done at Valpa-- i
were
ii o and that many pcrsonn
killed or injured.
A storm is reported in the hay or
Valparaiso.
The disturbances were felt even nt
'I' tena, tin- northernmost
province or
,

,

fhilc

ha,r-Jiil-

were dc rtrayeoV

.

VOLCANIC Rill PI ION BELIEF KB
in ii w K
im u disxsi i i:
1:3 p, ni
Tlnenos Ay res, Aug. 1sThe Associated Press has received
authoritative information oonflrtntnn
the worst reports of the earthquake 'D

chile.
Valparaiso Is partially destroyed.
Most of the dn mafte done was In the
e. liter of the (itv. extending from the
Plaza Del Orden to the Plaza Prat.
Many lives were lost, but the number Is not yet known.
Hundreds of persons were Injured.
A state of panic prevails at Vnlpi-nataSantiago also mffered severely
tln re was much loss of life.
Los Andes. IS miles east of San
and having a population of L000,
w.ls almost totally destroyed,
Th. tirt bulIdltiRS of the town gov- rntnenl house, hotels and public
fleea, were crimpletely wrecked.
Other towns on the Chilean side of
the Andes wholly or partially destroyed it. Quillota, with a population of
B,A; Uaya Llaya, with a population
of 1,150; Illapel with a population ,,f
rt.000; Vallenar, with a population of
t.000 and Ban Felipe, having 11,000
Quillota Is a mass nf
inhabitants.
ruins and there was great loss of life
there.
From Santiago to the Andes every
brldg. al4 tunnel on the i.tilway was
Utterly wrecked and the lines torn up
The shock Is supposed to have been
eahaed by the eruption of n volcano BTR1
F'-llp-

f-

near

.lenin Los Andes,
It Is Impossible to estimate the Al
mansions of the diaaatet al the present
moment, owing to the circuitous rente
over which the news s reoehr,!.
There Is no doubt, bQweter, th. t
the catastrophe was of terrible pro-
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THE JAFFA
COMP'Y

GROCERY

Do Your EyesTrouble You?

I

"Good Things to Eat"

Mexican known by the name of
"Kl Key" and by some said lo be Ignacio or Inez lteycs, was literally
ground to pieces under a Mexican
Central freight train on the Mexlr i i
euirai oricige, just tins side of tlie
dividing line between this country and
Mexico, at
Friday morning. The
accident, according to the story of
eyewitnesses, was caused by the carelessness of the "nan. who mounted the
tender of one of the engines which
was pulling the double header train
across the river, but carelessly left one
toot hanging down. The foot caught
in a frog and instantly the man w; s
pulled from the train down under
ajid mangle. In a horrible
manner.
The body of the man was so mulil-ate- d
that hardly a single member was
not cut in two or three pieces.
The
body was not only crushed beneath
tin wheels, but was dragged for a (Totalice of 15 feet along the bridge ail'!
pieces ,,f flesh dropped through the
cross ties onto the ground belOW.
A

CARNES, 0.

STOMACH ACHES
OF

o

WITH AMPLE MEANS

Iron and Brass Castings, Ore, Coal,
and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, Grata
Bars, Babbitt Metal. Columns
and Iron Fronts for Build-IngRepairs on Mining anA
Mlllln
Machinery hi Our Specialty

AND UNSURPASSED FACULTIES

THE
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It
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Will

Satisfaction

ALL

HIS
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CAPITAL,

EUREKA PAINT

e

nre-urn-

r.

fellow-cltlzen.-

1

at

,

;

SOLOMON

or HORROR
1st o
OF sN I H
York. Aug. IS. The Herald
prints the following:
Valparaiso. Oille, (Frldny). via
slightest
Oalveaton Without
the
tu mor nf warning an earthquuke visile, I this city at 8 o'clock last night,
bringing Instant death in hundreds of
perruis and leaving many others
In the ruins, many of whom
ware burned to death before aid ooulri
icon them. The fire started Immediately after the Urst shock and every
brunch of the eltys service was
Panic and consternation
followed. Those who es- ,pej death and Injury became fren- REPETITION
New

par-ilyae- it

lid '11
00.

LUNA.

President

W. J. JOHNSON,
Hs Imnervlous to heat and cold; It will W. H. BTR1CKLER.
Assistant
and CasMer.
not run. crack, or blister; It will harden
1KORGD ARNOT.
WILLIAM McINTCSH.
under water, after once set. A rain
O. K. OHOMWI.Ii.
A. M. RLACKWELL.
coming on fresh paint will not wash It. 3, O. BALDRIDOE.
There is No Acid in It
Vior-Preshle- nt

Use Our

To Rust Tin
Sold by the gallon, or contracts will be
taken for painting roofs. Address

Leading Vruggtsls

BORRADAILE & CO.

Krack Cream

117 Gold Ave.

BREAD

Rolli Plioncs.

Albuquerque, N. M.

Midi Orders Filled Same Day Received.

Albuquerque

THE GLOBE STORE

It Will Give

EMBER we carry a full
REM
line of Peters' "Diamond

Satisfaction

Brand" Shoes, which were
awarded the Grand Prize at the

St. Louis Exposition in
The

Jaffa

Grocery Co.

t.0;
s on;

hulls, $2.00413.2:,; calves,
wctern fed steers. 3.r,o
.00; western fed civs. 2.00iif

I

Í

904.

In all sizes and styles for Men,

"Good Things to Eat"

Women and Children, and at all prices.

Mall Orders Filled Samo Day
as Received.

WE ALSO CARRY

at vt

THE CELEBRATED

EiliuiiuCrBurt

J. D. Eakln. I res.
Chas. Mellnl, Sec
SHdpi )ci,i,.s siory.
O. Uachechl, Treas
st. Petersburg, Aug. is. Premia) G. Giomi, V. P.
Btolypla authorised a flat denial of
the reports which have been in circulation here with regard to the revision
Liqoor Co,
"f the fundamental law, declaring
that alteration is not even contemplatto Molini & Eakln and
ed, In reference to the other rumors Successors
& Oionil
Uachechl
that the coinml.ssioii i.s now working
on the revision o the law governing
WHOLESALE DEALERS IX
eiccuon oi mamaers of parliament
he said they were probably traceable
to the fact that the trovernment Is WINES, LIQUORS & CIGARS
making a systematic study ofclcctloiis
and how best to combat the efforts V" handle everything In our line.
Write for Illustrated Catalogue and
oi uio revoiu o nsts.
Price List, Issued to dealers only.
Albuquerque Rowling Alleys.
ROTH PHONES
Enter the competitive high, score
contest. Prizes awarded August 20th
lo highest rollers.

Consolidated

Por liror,'itt and

cuín

i iM.nim.ni

nml the very choicest of meats you will
11 lift
make no mistake hi
nn
.1111
".J
"II lnill
KtotawOft, lia North Third street,
or
leiepuoning your order In.
EAT .TAITAS
MUCAD.

KRACK

Shoe forIHonteit
In both high and low cuts.

$3.50 to $5.00.
are right.

NATIVE WATERMELONS c.
RED TO BE RIPE AT
I

NOW

Prices range from

Come in and see us, our prices
k

k

t

1

m

dj'fl

tf

I. O VS.

cp'J

imp- -

ilfriiL

CREAM

The Big Globe

M V

Sip

on W. Railroad Ave

is THE TIME

TO STOCK
VOI R COAL.
We are now supplying our customers with both hard and soft coal

ADAMS & OILGARD

at the summer price for stocking
purposes.

FUNERAL

This nrlce will enntlnna

eiTcct until September

price advances.
thin opportunity

Take

1,

when

dvantnee

the

DIRECTORS

of

while ot lasts.
W. II. II A I IN & CO

STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS.
The undersigned
Is prepared
to
Embalming is Our
make trips to and from the celebrated
Specialty
IEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any Information desired can be secured from
George II. Moore, No. 113 West railr- Cor. Fifth Street and Railroad Avenue
oad avenue.
Old Phone Bill 298
New Phone
AMAfl T. JOHNSTON.

SMALLER COAL RILLS will he
the result of buying your supply of
e .al for next winter of us now.
For
the month of August we will sell
To Repair Itcnnlnitton.
purposes at the
Vnllejo, Cat , Aua. IS. Orders were coal for stocking
rate, both hard and soft
received at the yard today authorizing summer
the commencement of the repairs lo coal. Do not fall to take advantage
the gunboat lleniiinRton, which Is of this oporlunlty as the price adnow lying at the yard, at once. Tins vances Sentcmber 1.
W, II. 1IHN A CO.
will mean a year's work for the Mare
Island mechanics, at the least, a the
Good old Summer Time
ship Is in a had condition owing to the
boiler explosion In San Diego b.. Is the best season In which to change
your
system
of keeping accounts In
up
Outside of some minor patching
the ship Is In practically Ihe same bound books to the uso of loose leaf
condition as she was when she arriv methods. You know the advantages.
here from San Diego after the acci- We make all sixes and styles. I.et's
dent The hrdesf, Job will be In rho talk it over.
II. S. Lltbgow A Co.,
removing of the ahlp's boilers. Tlie
explosion Jammed them together.
Uookbindcrs.
Journal Ruildlng.
4

II SO, Ma.

Offleers and Directoras

FOR ROOFS

I

0i
l2.r.oi

N, M.

BITEOTMl Til liRWtsrmitH IE VERY PROPER ACCOMJtODATJOM
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS,

East Hide Railroad Track. Albnoaerqne

Sec-retar- y

x

$2.

'f ALBUQUERQUE,

BANK OF COMMERCE

DOLLARS

Root's Train stoned.
Buenos Ayres, Aug. 18. While
Root and party were returning
Cbursday
from Chaacorm.ua
ranch,
strikers stoned the train, breaking the
windows in Sei rotary limit's car anil
wounding the minister of agriculture
in the neck.
Several others of the
party were slightly hurt.

i

con-

Ice Company

Southwestern Brewery

SPITE

IN

Rockefeller Confined to His Home
With Same old Trouble.
Cleveland, U., Aug. 18. John D.
Roí k 'feller is confined to his bed al
Forsyth, his suburban home, as ft result ol stomach trouble. Mr. Rockefellers condition Is said to be not
and he expects to be out again
within a day or two.

i

Slight shocks of earthquake
tinue to be felt here.

CVLVMBACHER

Unsurpassed for its Purity, Flavor and
Try it and be Convinced
Quality.
v

Graduate Optician
With H. Vanow
114 ft. R. Av.

''it

Ice Company's

li:0

evening, beginning about 8 o'clock.
Houses fell in the st reels Which were
The
lllled with hysterical people.
clerks In the cable Office say that the
portions.
teegl iph Hies to the COaal arc severThe dis.ister h.is cast gloom oyer ed.
The electric lights ate out and
the republic of Argentina, and all f.
as lb correspondent is trying to tile
livlttea have been uhhiiiiI
the earthquake is again
this
All the ordinary
nteans of
He call hear people wallig,
with chile art' closed start!
ing
id praying in the streets while
Thtre Is gn at anxiety here. The pub tin- (Ire bells throughout the city are
He Is waiting to ascertalii the fate ni
ringing out alarms.
relatives and friends In Chile and tie
govern mem off 'ea and aawapapeM ur OFFICIAL AN Noi
'EM ENT
in legad by anxious Inqulrera.
OF VALPARAISO'S RUIN
is of
Santiago, Chile, Aug. 18.--- -It
STRICKEN CI1 v in
ttclaliy announced that part of the
CONDITIO?! or iioiiitoi;
f Valparaiso has been destroyed
itv'
Hítenos Ayres. Aug. IS. A dispatch by
rthquake and that several buildby
agency
Ravai
the
here
ings
received
no on (Ire.
from ffantlaga Da Chile says:
Quillota, province of Valparaiso,
"News of the catastrophe at Valpa- twenty-similes from the idly of Valparaiso, and other small towns have
raiso Is beginning to ' nine in her
Fugitiv. s who have arrived on horse- been destroyed.
back from the stricken city describe
of horror. It Is beMevcd,
i e. .million
however, thai the condition of ex-t- r MORGUES ARE PILED
nie panto has resulted In exaggera
HIGH WITH THE DEAD
ed statements of the occurrence.
'.
In
Valparaiso are sai
all bous,
to In down. The fugitives estlma;c K '.oi
d I rom Tuce I. Column I.)
of
dead and wound, d
the number
F.ntlre street-arthere at ti n thoimand.
in, Trananian could be a coward. Al
buri'-In ruins. Fires whlco the eama time ti.ev prepared for an
broke out Immediately
after the armad rising, the man cleaning up
earthquake added to the terror an their
ready for the frny.
danger. Sixty thousand people have
The QOUrl martial, quite over-avtaken refuge on the hills surrounding by thi display of local patriotism
the city. Lack of water prevents ef- gara n fatdict In favor of Alastro, and
Tn-pao pacified hi
forts to extinguish the flames.
Is
turbulent town inhabited by
SLIGHT shocks miX
people who live in a Mtrtte of senr- CONTINUE IN SANTIAGO brigandage, gome months ngo the
7
Aug.
p
10
Santiago, Chile,
II,
Italian government had to send a ruii-h.iAll communication
in
with Valpathere to luppreal a Halng.
4
cut
for
the
last
been
raiso has
Kansas City ire Stock.
hours, but a mounted messenger reKans.-iCity, Auk. IS. Cattle
reparta by way of Quillota that it Is eati-i- o
N
were killed ceipts. 4.000; market, Hteady.
Hi d that f.OO persons
,,.
t
live
southern
there A large portion of the town s steer-,2.7.",
1
fl 4.00
southern cows,
burning and there Is a scarcity of wa2.00 fj. g.2S native cows and heifers,
ter.
t
r,.O0;
nfl'.i
stackers
and
feeders.
Tin- railway has been cut by landslides.

ON SAVINGSDEPOSITS

BEERS

D.

ALBUQUERQUE FOUNDRY
AND MACHINE WORKS.
R. P. HALL. Proprietor

DEATH AT EL PASO

WITH
HYSTEIUCAL WOMEN
Delayed
Sat ,'lago, Chile. Aug. Hi.
The worst earthin Ti mamlaaion.)
quake ever reraerqbered occurred this

I

MEXICO

Southwestern Brewery

I EXAMINE TIIEM FREE
Every Pair of Glasses Fitted Guaranteed Absolutely Correct.
No
Guessing Scientific Methods
ONLY USED.

C. H.

NATIVE MEETS HORRIBLE

l!:--

i

Í

this morning.
"We haven't an oil well Just yet,"
said Mr. (,'ahoon last liigb'. "but rtc
still believe we are to have one when
the drill gets through the exceptionally hard rock Which has delayed operations for several weeks. At a depth
of IL'50 feet the drill hole went Wrong
and continued In the wrong direction
for a hundred feet, entirely as a result
of the hard rock, in which the heavy
drill shafts have broken off no less
than nine times. It was necessary to
go back and straighten the hole, and
drilling Is now going ahead in the
same hard rock. This hole w'll be
sunk an additional two hundred fen
In the hope of getting
through the
rOCk, for it is the belief of the oil experts that when we get through this
rock there will be a gusher ready lo
blow In."
"The well as it stands, will flow four
or live barrels of oil a day, qui'e
enough to justify the belief that there
Is a large body of oil near by; though
It Is not as It stands a pumping proposition. Th" company is prepared I 'J
sink another well when the present
une is completed."

i

Loud subterranean rumblings were
henrd at La. Serena.
The villages of Illapel, 130 miles
northwest of the capital, eiich
imputation of about $5. 000.
a

INTEREST ALLOWED

In

(.'a-bo-

TROOPS SHOOT l
LOOTERS in nil STREETS
Lima, Peru, Aug. IS. Heavy earthquake shocks occurred at Valparaiso
night
it Intervals during Thursday
and damaged a number of buildings,
some of them falling Into the streets
and rendering trafile dangerous. The
troops were called out and shot al!
pillagers. Many persons were killed
by falling walls. The survivors camped on the hills and In open spaces.
A number of people also sought refuge on board the vessels In the har-lio- r
of Valparaiso. Vina del Mar. a
town about three mile from Valparaiso, having a population of 13.000.
Quilpque province
of
Valparaiso,
witii a population of about fouTthpua-o- f
4,000:
mache, twenty-fiv- e
mies
from Valparaiso, population about
1,000, re reported to be in ruins,
iquiquc ot Damaged,
Bremen, Aug. is. Private telegrams received here from qulquC,
Chile, states that that city was unaf- fe I' d by the earthquake.
'filial Wave in Hawaii.
Honolulu, Aug. IS. Wireless reports from the Islands of Hawaii
M tul and Hilo report
a tidal wave,
he ganaral height of which was nva
feet. In ami aioiind the Hay of Haa- laea its height was estimated to be
thirteen feet, where It carried away
the wharf and Its superstructure.
was accompanied by an
unprecedented heavy surf. The tidal
wan attributed to the earth
wave
quake in South America and produced
similar effects here.
Quakes Ml Daj Friday.
18. The earthNew York. Aug.
quake shiirks severely felt throughout
Chile, Thursregion
Valparaiso.
of
tin
day night were followed by a series of
of earth tremors that continued, at ti"
tervals throughout the day. Intelligence to this effect was brought lo
this city i al ly today In dispatches,
from Oalveaton, where cable operators had been in recent communication with the cable oflice at Valparaiso. The latter added that numerous buildings had been destroyed and
expressed the belief that many fatalities had occurred. The second series
of quakes were recorded by the sel.
tnograpn in the government observa
lory at Baldwin, Kan., the pronounced
shock being timed al 7 o'clock Friday morning.
Business Resumed.
Lon Ion, Aug. IS. A private cable
dispat h received this afternoon from
Valparaiso says the lire there continues in the business Quarters but
Is dei lining.
Another private cab'.e
dispatch rciivcd at 2: If, this afternoon hays business has been returned
at Valparaiso.
Half of Its Destroyed,
Berlin, Aug. 18. According to a
telegram received bete from Valparaiso by a bank, half of the city from
Almerdral to the calla Bella vista,
eont. rtlng private and business houses
and v a rehouses, has been destroyed.
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and Surplus, $100,000.00,
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K. A. fall. mil. banker of Roswel!.
ijtlll has faith in the future nf the
embryo ROBWell oil field. He b. lleves
that a gusher Is yet to be added :o
the multitude of good things that
abound in the lVcos valley. Mr.
came to Albuquerque yesterday
to attend the meeting of the executive
committee nf the New Mexico Hankers' association. He is to return homo

Rath House
Connection.

MRS. WM. ROGERS,

Cahoon, Roswell Banker,
Says Faith Is Still Strong
That a Gusher Will Be
Brought In,

1

Scoies of Towns Along Coast
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FRANCISCO HAS RAILROAD YARDS ARE P0Lmcs

SN

era

nrn in

fight

Tn

HULL! iu

K

of
TELLS OF Long Delayed Shifting
Switching Off RailroadAve-nu- e
RUINED CITY

ALBUQUERQUEAN
CONDITIONS

IN

Actually
Place This Fall,
Is

Miles of Immense

One-Sto- ry

Buildings Serve as Temporary Business Houses Tremendous Losses.
George E. Urcwer 'nsuraiicc adjuster of Albuquerque, who far the pa.jt
three months has been engaged by
several of the large fire insurance
companies, in assisting in the adjustment of the tremendous losses resulting from the San Francisco fire,
to Albuquerque on the California Limited early yesterday morning,
having completed the greater part of
his work In the ruined city.
Mr. Brewer through his close connection with financial matters resu!
Ing from the great disaster, is In a p
sition to judge accurately of conditions in San Francisco as they are now
and as they are likely to be In th.'
near future.
"Thero Is no such word as defeat
for the unconquerable California spirit," said Mr. brewer yesterday, "uud
the people of San Francisco arc apparently just as courageous and just
as hopeful now, when all the difficulties of their situation are plainly seen,
as they were a week after the fire
when excitement aided to bolster jp
their courage.
situation they
"It was a terrible
were called upon to face and it still
presents such tremendous difficulties
as to make it almost appalling, list
the people do not seem to know the
meaning of discouragement and th y
are going ahead as best they can. The
losses were tremendous
aside from
all the millions of insurance Carrie I.
As an average not more than forty
per cent of the value was carried on
buildings, while the average carried
on merchandise was hardly more th?n
sixty per cent. The rest of the vnlu
of both buildings and mercliaieli I
was lost and the loss was tremendous. It will requiro a great deal t.1
capital to make up this loss and wTtil'
capital Is pouring in, it is difficult tot
the average man to realize the immense sums that are needed to restore
the city to anything l'ke its formar
conditions,
houses, of
"Temporary business
y
high, covering imWood and
mense spaces, have sprung up, th"
trend being toward Van Ness nvciiu- -,
where it was not difficult to secure u
site for the hurried construction.
Great flags fly from tall poles above
the roofs of these temporary struc
tures, and Van Xess looks not unlike a
stretch of Coney island. The courage
of the people of San Francisco is
To the outside observer their
situation seems' anything but encour
aging, but in the minds of the poopli
who are helping to rebuild the city
tfcere seems to be no doubt at all of
t,lje .future.
--

--

Take
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People who live on the Highlands
have asked and been asked the question so often, "when are the Santa Fe
yards to tie moved," that it has be- come a sort of sad jOke among th?
dwellers on the hillside. In some
quarteri iho form of morning greet-lik- e
ing is about
this:
Morning Si:"
'Morning Bill."
"Havw the yards moved yet, Si?"
"No, BUI. not yet, but they're going
to move right away."
This has been a more or less familial' morning conversation
for several
years as business men rested In the
sunny
hot sunshine on the
side of a
o
siring of bright red freight
cars, or swallowed concentrated (,
coal dust with the morning cigar.
Some of the people in the Highlands
have given up hope, but there are others who have the cheerful temperament, who keep right on believing
that some day the yards are going to
ilf-mi-

move.

It Is actually a fact, according to
Santa Fe men who are conducting the
business, that the final negotiations
are now being closed for laud vhi ii
will make It possible for the Santa Fa
to move the switching yards south
and off of Railroad avenue, in the
Very near future.
There have be.n
numerous difficulties In the way of th?
railroad company in the effort to
move the yards and it Is safe to lay
that had it been possible the company
would have moved th yards long ago,
for It is a considerable loss of time
to have to break a string of cars In
two, in order to free a crossing, and
this has to he done at Rail fold avenue every day in the year and quit!
often two or throe times a day. Of
the disadvantages and discomforts
the switching across Railroad avenue,
enough has been said and written to
fill many large volumes with
exceptionally bad language. I In t the necessary la ncj has now been secured and-thyards are to be moved south in
the very near future. At the latest
the work will be completed during ilv
coming autumn. It will bo a considerable undertaking necessitating the
tearing up and rebu'lding of several
miles of track.
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Boys' and Youths' Clothing
You can count upon the fingers of one hand those manufacturer1; who produce strictly reliable, trustworthy boys'
clothes; who have the knowledge, experience and methods necessary to make garments that will fully satisfy you.
The XTh'AGOOD lalel on our clothes is the mark of the
best boys' clol'iing made. This superiority is due partly to th'.
better quality f the woolens and linings used by the makers;
partly to the vie and good taste they know how to put into
garments, am' in huge part to their honest, conscientious work
in tailoring.
In XTh'AGOOD you get clothes of sterling worth. The
most per feat combination of fabrics and expert workmanship.
The most pleasing and harmonious designs, absolutely reliable,
h meat and durable merchandise.
This store is exclusive headquarters in this vicinity for
XTRAGOOD clothing. Besides the styles shown here, we
have a complete line of all the correct models for boys from
to 17 years of age. Our stock includes both suits ami
overcoats. All fabrics, colorings and patterns are represented.
Prices Our prices cannot be bettered and they cannot be
i
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CASINO THEATER

TONIGHT!

AMS A Y'SiDONT
Typewritorum
R

Always in stock New mid
Hand Machines lor Bale
or Exchange.

PLEASURE

Second
Dent

AGENTS FOR

When you can now

UNDERWOOD
VISIBLE

MISS THE GREATEST

set, at our Special Sale, Runabout Buggies
$45.00, $55.00 and $65.00.
Look over our large stock at once, Quality guaranteed,
AT

TYPEWRITERS

J. KORBER

& CO.
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Railroads at Home and Abroad.
Last year the railroads of Great
Corner First Street and Copper Ave.; also 224 North Second
Britain and Ireland transported over
A COMPLETE STOCK
OF TYPEone billion passengers and only killed
Street, in our New Building. .Albuquerue, N. M.
WRITER RIBBONS AND
23 and Injured 100, In America only
SUPPLIES.
three quarters of a billion passenger;
THE WM. FARR COMPANY
were carried but we killed 4,000 and
injured SO.000. in mediciné it Is imWholesalo and Retail
possible, to make comparisons because
GEO. S. RAMSAY, Mgr.
there Is no other remedy in the same
Dealer in Fresh and Salt Meats
class with the famous Hostetter'S
mi w. Railroad Avenue, Alimgncnuio
Stomach Hitters. It has In en fir t
Sausage a Specialty.
and foremost for 53 years, and Its recFor
Cattle
-ami Hogs tire Biggest Marord of cures has been so wonderful
ket Pries is Paid.
(but we doubt If anyone will ever he
able to make a better remedy to take.
ONE MORE PRIZE FOR THE
Dealers in
Us place.
Try it for poor appetite,
The
HAT.
GROCERIES. PttOYTKIOXS.
SHERLOCK HOLMES
flatulency,
bloating,
or
liver
GKAIM AND FUEL.
'
BIG FAIR BABY SHOW kidney ills, dyspepKia,
Couldn't find the one man In this
indigestion,
Fine Line of Imported Wines. Llauora town who wants that saddle or drlvFor prices on house wiring nnd
cramps, diarrhoea or malaria, fevei
and Cigars. Place Your Orders
ing
of yours as stirelv nnd as
horse
ague.
general
Prirepair work.
our
genuine
Us.
Auto.
Lino
and
The
has
This
With
For
Another handsome prize has lie
qitlcKly as a For Bale nd can do: and
vate Stamp over the neck of the botPhone 557. 216 ',4 S. Second St.
addi'd to the long list of nice thing tle. Refuse all others.
NORTH THIRD STREET Sherlock's fee would be larger.
lor the babies, who enter the territo;
liil fair baby show next month. Till
latest prise is a first premium of
worth. It is nothing less than
beautiful gold medallion, set with diamonds, and offered by Henry Yanow.
Mr. Yanow made ills tender of the
medallion to Secretary BosenWOld
We have ten or twelve
We have only four Hope
yesterduy and It was promptly accent's
Portieres for double
odd pairs of Iice and
ed. It will be on display In Mr.
doors left; priced at less
windows in a short time. At the
Swiss
Curtains to close
prire.
regular
half
than
It
begins
in
coming
rate the prizes are
out at HALF PRICK.
3ft, 14.50
S.
13.35,
$1.75,
would
babies
prize
to look as it the
Albuquerque's
and Best Store
retire from the contest millionaire
bables, or at least in a position to s t
THE DANUGHT STORE
up housekeeping on their own hook.
Another Ladles Race Coming.
Plans are under way for another
running race for the fair meat,
Ing. Several merchants have indtcat-r,ile it is possible to find bargains in this store every month in the twelve, the month of August during our Summer Clearance Sale offers unusual opportunities,
Everv
like to offer valu
ihut ihi'v
able prizes for such a race and it wlUj
day adds fresh interest as the sale progresses and being attracted in unusual number by the uniform lowness of our prices, Our buyer is now in the east making Fail
undoubtedly be arranged. The ladle
Sees always attract a great deal of
attention and to the general public,
purchases, We expect large shipments very shortly, and we must have room for them, This is one reason for this sale, A great opportunity to buy at less than actual value
they with the relay races, are probably the most Interesting events Of
the race meeting.
Fair Fundi t lowing In.
School time will soon be here and every mother knows
for the blggeit
The arrangements
Readv-to-We- ar
now
stage
the
reached
have
fair
what that means, The children must have new toggery.
where funds are beginning to lie need- Therefore visit our dress goods department for rare oar-gai- ns
q'4 and the funds are coming in. There!
aj-considerable sums necessary til
in dress materials. An elegant line of plaids, triHundreds of pairs of new, fresh and clean Blankets just
Phenomenally low prices makes it an object to buy now,
carry out preliminary arrangement
tp close contracts with the carnival
in
all
to
plain
received and are placed on sale at very low prices, The
colors
well
cloths,
selec:
cots, as
as other
These bargains are like finding the money,
company, and individual attractions
values are certainly tempting and by coming here you
from, which we have just received, The Prices range
and for the hundred and one purpOS' d
for which real hard money is need'
We have received a large assortment of Evening Gowns,
will see your way clear of supplying all your needs in that
to
20c
up
75c
and
from,
per
yard..
association
The collector for the Fair
laces;
artistically made of net, point de sprit, and er
is therefore beginning his wink among
direction at a saving of both time and money, For the
the subscribers.
some are made up over white organdie linings which are
Now is the time to get your children all fitted out, for it is
next ten days this affords a grand opportunity to reset in with rows of lace insertion and flounces, others are
LAS VEGAS DECIDES TO
not long before school begins, If you have not the timo
plenish your stock,
Proprietors of hotels and rooming
one-stor-

TDAPCV
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m.v-vellou-

i

fair because of the high standard of
ibiltty of New Mexico lawyers as a
v hole.
T. B. Cntron. of Santa Fe.
would make a fortuno here In five
years and with his means that for- in
tune would probably equal the ono
bi' has in New Mexico because M
would invest In lands and plantations
which are going up like rockets.
Com inucd l iiim Papo 1. Column 2.)
This letter is too long already, so I
will s v irond bye for the nrpwnt
departof
the
cilnien ai the heads
If. s lianvv.
Slncerelv vours.
ments and form a cabinet for th"
governor. Taxes are extremely low.
Soamwf Diarrhoea in Children.
because the island is favored over all
During the hot weather of the sumother territories in that the customs mer months the first unnatural
looseduties and Internal revenues are all ness of a child's bowels should haw
converted Into the local treasury. How immediate attention, so as to check
different New Mexico ami Arizona the disease before It becomes serious.
would be today if any such favor as All
that is necessary is a few doses
that had been granted to us from of Chamberlain's
Colic, ('hulera an.l
the beginning; there would be even Diarrhoea
Remedy followed by a
sonie ground for some of our peopbi dose of castor oil to cleanse
the systo be in favor of remaining a terriRev. M. O. Stockland, Pastor
tory If we could have every year the tem.
million of dollars that we pay as of the first M. E. Church, Little Falls,
customs duties and internal revenue. Minn., writes: "We have used Chamberlain's Colic Cholera ami DiarThe court-- .
rhoea Remedy for several years
The courts are arranged differently find it a very valuable remedy, and
esthan with us. There is one I'nltel pecially for summer disordcis in
States court for the whole island, over children." Sold by all druggists.
which I preside as Judge. Then there
Is an insular supreme court of five
BASK BAM TODAY
members appointed by the president. BELEN VS. MOKKVs SOLITAIRES
This tour' has no connection with the
Park. i m.
traction
lower courts save through uppeals
ADMISSION, 25 CENTS.
which come up to It. Next under
this supreme court are seven district
TODAY! TODAY!
courts, just like ours but without
NEW ILLUSTRATED soxgs.
equity jurisdiction. Under these ore
NEW PICTURES.
mahy municipal courts that preside in
PENNY PARLOR, 216'á S. SEO
the cities with considerable but lim- OND
STREET.
ited jurisdiction.
Concurrent
with
attd beneath these are justices of the
Night Work Is Expenalve.
peace. For court and election purLoose leaf methods, special
ruled
poses the island is divided into seven
and books do away with night
districts, and the boundaries of these blanks
work, because those systems simplify
diet rieti comprise the whole island. and
condense the old style of bookThe tTnlted States court has
at San Juan, with deputy keeping. Wo are equipped to manuclerks, marshals, commissioners and a facture all kinds of loose leaf devices,
house at two other placet where couit and do all kinds of special ruling and
Is held at stated times.
In the su- binding.
II. S. Llthgow v Co.,
preme and district insular courts the
Journal Uuildlng.
Bookbinders.
judges and attorneys wear gowns after the fashion in the English and
CANDY
FEE'S HOME-MAD- E
Canadian courts and in the supreme
WALTON'S Dltl'li STORE.
court of the United States.
Practically all the business in the insular
TODAY! TODAY!
courts is conducted In Spanish, although lawyers are permitted to file
NEW ILLUSTRATED SONGS.
pleadings in English with Spanish
NEW PICTURES.
PENNY PARLOR, -- lir S. SECtranslations if tliey choose, and to
OND
STREET.
the court in English if they furow
n
Interpreter, who. stands
nish their
EAT JAFFA'S KRACK CREAM
beside them and interprets while they
BREAD.
tf
talk. The United States court is
entirely in English, but once
In a while a Spaniard brings an interpreter and addresses the court,
through him.
The United Slates
court, of course, has an interprételas in our courts for Spanish Witnesses
The civic law, modified by a recently
adopted"code, is the rule of practice
and decision in the Insular courts.
Lyllian Leighton
They have no common law and equity
jurisdiction as known to us, In the
true sense, i nave not had time lo
Stock Company
know much about It. but In a general
way I learn that the lawyers practicing in the United States, and, of
course, who also practice some In tic
other courts, make Incomes ranging
from $á,000 or Jfi.000 to $1".000 per
annum and perhaps more, of course
the lawyer who does not speak Spanish is somewhat ut a disadvantage
thrilling:
AND SENSATIONAL
because but few cases can arise Where
.all the parties speak English,
MELODRAMA
There
is quite a perceptible difference In the
accent and use of words, and meaning
THE
of Spanish words, here than with us.
Spanish lawyers from New Mexico
would not do well here, because In
I
OUTUW
the Spanish courts the lawyers here
would know the practice better than
they would, and in the United States
court they .would not stand equal to
i:oi NDD.s OF
the Ajneric.m lawyers here who speak
200
Spanish: men like T. B. Catron and
AMMUNITION
E. V. Chavez would, of course, be in
FIRED DURING THE
exception
to (bis statement, and
would get rich hero. Our ablest lawPERFORMANCE
yers, who have a knowledge of Spanish would do well here, but there are
a great many such here Already.
There are some very able men prac- Amateur Contest Held Every
ticing law here. As a whole it may
be prejudice, but I do think they are Friday Night, and Cash Prizes
equal to our bar with some exceptions.
This comparison may bo un- -
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BAHTLETT

Electrician

Awarded the Winner

ger-uin-

e

THE ECONOMIST
Brightest

Sectioned

Sale of Blankets and Comforts

Floor

c

all-ov-

made over wash silk and taffetas,
made up in plain colored, fancy
Prices range upwards from

HAVE A FALL FESTIVAL
Col. R. E. Twitchcll, of Las Vegas
who was in the city yesterday on business, confirms the report that La:; V
gas has decided to hold a fall festival
again this year, some time late in Sep-

BASE BALL

Two-Piec-

1

EAT JAFFA'S
DREAD.
TODAY!

KHACK

SILK
5 MO for a rcRular
$12.5(1 for u regular

.$17.50

SUITS-Bla-

llt.lt0
$

1

7

. T.

ck

suit.
suit.

and Colored.

MM
81H.ÓO

for
for

a
a

regular $L'i.r,n suit.
regulur t 'b.OO null.

WASH PETTICOATS

btMri

112

Some White Wash Skirt Bargains These Skirts sold up
to $5,50 all season, but not very many of them left,
Priced at
$1.35, $1.98, $2.98, $3.50

tf

M AY PICTURES.

ILLUSTRATED SOXOS.
l'ENVY PARLOR, 21K
OND STREET.

:

Made up of eiiambriiys, Ginghams ami Seersuckers,
Mc for a regular $1.00 Petticoat.
Ule for a regular fiOe Petticoat.
7,V for a regular $1.2.1 Petti, oat.
00 for a regular 7 fie Petticoat.

CREAM

TODAY!

2.98
$ 5.50
.$ 7.50
.$1 2.50

make up her little dresses, why then visit our Ready-to-Wedepartment, stationed on the second floor, for
the natty little dresses which have the style that only the
factory hands can make, They come in all prices and

to

ar

sizes,

JVEYV

SECI

louses should not fail to notice this chance of saving
money. Better goods than we offer cannot be found
elsewhere for the money,
carry a completa line of WooHn BkunktUi, in piHin white
fancy colored borders, as well an In solid colors and
plaids; priced at. per pair, up to
$11.50
üIzp, In white, grey and tan. witli
Soft Cotton Ithiukcl. the
fancy colored borders, are actually worth 85c. Sale Price. .MC
Thou we have an elegant line of Fancy Robe Blanket which can
he made ur. In Into bath roben or used as slumber robrs, in
different color designa; full hl.es. Sale Price
$1.75
gray, fine, clean, colored cotton blankets; the
51.00 a pair; Mine
regular price Is pl.tl a pair.
SH.Ü5 a pair: sise 11-gray and tun; fine soft cotton blanketc;
regular price Is $l.r0 a pair.
gray, tnn and fancy; very fine soft cotton
$1.30 a
lr; slie 11-blankets; regular price Is $1.75 a pair.
We

with

nice line of Shirtings to select from,
blouses for the boys,
Cheviot Shirting, per yard
Madras Shirting, per yard.
A

for shirts and
15c

11--

12

2o

4,

4:

American Girl and American Boy Hose specially priced
for ten days
..2 pair for 25c
Children's colored border school handkerchiefs;

toda V

The wry nest of Kansas City
mid mutton at mil Klclntvorl's.
Not Hi Third street.

..$

$25,00 Suits on sale for.

25 CENTS.

ADMISSION.

$ 1.98

$ 3,50 Suits on sale for
$ 4,00 Suits on sale for
$10,00 Suits on sale for
$12,50 Suits on sale for.
$1 8,50 Suits on sale for

MORET'S SOLITAIRES
TRACTION I'AltK. A I'. M.
VS

.$15,00

e
Summer Dresses,
Continuation of sale on all
in white and blue only, in shirtwaist, lingerie
and coat stylos,

tember and following the territorial
fair here.
Col. Twitchcll says that he does not
expect lo take an active part In th"
management of the fair this year, hut
h Is as busily boosting for it as ever
atid says he etpects a drsl class celebration to result from the arrangements nv under way. The principal
features of the fair will be the raci
meeting and the base ball tourra-mfn- t.
The Las Vegas managers expect to get a good many of the hois,
wifilch will enter the race meeting hen
and $1,000 will be offered In punes
for the base ball tournament which
will undoubtedly bring out plenty ol
entries to make the tournament Inter
estlnc. The Las Vegas ball team
now being strengthened and will enter
the tournament ncre.
BELEN

Then we have them

and brocaded silks,

on

sale

6 for 25c

at

Then we have one broken lot of plain white initial handkerchiefs; regular price was 15c each; to close them
5c
out, now
w

4;

In

selection is good,
Full siso; Hllkollne covered, yam tufted; fine white cotton filled; worth $1.76.
AT $1.75- - -- Full sise; best silkoline covered, straight quilting;
pure
white cotton filled; easily worth 12.20.

AT
A General Clearance Sale in Our Millinery Department
this week. All our efforts and energies will be directed
toward reducing our stock of Millinery. It will be to your
advantage to visit this department. See window display
of hats for $1.00 each.

IWIIK atlDINQ AUQ. 251

Comforts our assortment is as complete as you would

find it in any of the larger stores in any city. They are
made up of high grade cotton, and some of down,
covered with cretonnes, silkoline, sateens and silk, with
neat floral and Persian designs, Cold weather will soon
be with us, so you had better put in a supply, while the
$1.50

Flannelettes, In neat Persian and Japanese
designs, for sacques, kimonos and wrappers; priced at,
per yard
12
15c, 20c'
New line of

4

DEAD

HE

soldiers cost money hut the Jouma
rtf'ix to five the money. you
heat
"The revolution of which
was begun by Poles Jew and .Mthe
of
enemies
are
ohammedans who
Orthodox faith. Remcmtier therefore
that If you kill a rcvolutionM you Jo
not kill a Kui u
s.

HAS

1

E

THE GREAT IMPERIAL

10

convenient
accurate,
cyclopaedia

tion.

Before the riots were quelled there
was severe street lighting with the
troops and police, in which the young
Amazon was wounded and captured,
She has now been sentenced to three
c u ' Imprisonment.

at

i

i

-

i

e

antl-rallwa-

--

WOOL

'

book-keepe-

1

ea

tr

THAT

GotTme

i

has taken a1
THE PRINTERS' II0M
matter It is safe to say
inn.
that hi- will no more have to submit
to similar Indignities.
llhaquerquran -- uln Hi-- (
Former
llllll-c- ir
tlnlll-lie- dorado
al
Hy patting a heavy tax 00 railroad
Springs.
traveling the Herman government has
gii.n inteed for Itself a handsome revenue Tor tlie extension of the navy
Tom l'etinesev. for many years B
and oilier imperial subsidies.
baAll railroad tickets are now taxed, weii known Albuquerqua printer,
A
and this is the most unpopular tax the been distinguishing himself again
German people have had to hear for dispatch from Colorado springs says:
T D, Fennesaey, Rooseven s nnwrn
years
man
rhe law was forced
through the legislature In the face of in the 'liban campaign, war corres
pondent Bough Rider and UM Anbitter opposition.
Ml tickets 'or first, second and geles trustee of the I'tiion Printer'
tlilid class passage, as well as street- home distinguished himself again y.
The ttrday afternoon. But for his efforta
car season tickets, are taxed.
rate rises from one cent on third claw the magnificent printers' home cast
tickets un.br tiftv canU, to $2 on first of the city might have been a ma M
i. i, ket lOM iuig more than $1- -. of imoulderlng ruins
me time free transportation
At 'In
Mr Kcnnessey was making an offiof baggage b abolished, every ounce cial visit to the home yssterda) si
of p wangar! belongings having to be ternoon. and. in company
with Mi
paid for al a hitjh rate.
Deacon, matron of the homt.
In
connection with this scheme. Charlea
of Inspection of the
was milking a
fourth class cant are Introduced on buildings and lour
Tin y reach. 0
I'loiinds
those lines which do not already run the pou. plant and laundry building
ex
being
Ihetn, fourth class ticket!
.'! o'clock
When they open Id
erupt from the tax. These poor peo . about
the laundry room tip y
pie's cars are a little better than cal-ti- the door into
rm r of the room
discovered thai on
y
trui ks, but members of the
In flame' and the fire was making
ticket league, which has been was
formed, pledge themselves to travel rapid headway.
Fennciwcy seized a couple of rugs
by rhem only In order to deprive the
Into lio
from the floor ami rushed
government Of the UlX.
flames Slid .succeeded III sinol her! ng
The Russian ministry of war Is making desperate efforts to oountafmi t them.
Meanwhile Mrs Deacon had rustled
the revolutionary propaganda among
Into the engine room
In the
sano
the troops.
regibuilding snd pulled the whlatla rope.
The officers of most Infantry
ment have been ordered to deliver Hummonlng the home fire department
tiolltlcal lectures to their men. In In h'-- f than a minute ihc firemen had
rases where the men are already on responded, but the lire already wa
bad forms with their officers, civilian out,
lecturers are employed.
The manner In which loyalty Is
Bs BALI, TODAY
taught may be Judged from fills ex- Bi l l N V8 MORE1 s MOLD MKI
tract, from the lecture of Captain lie
TH m rio I'Mik. ; r M
sobros to the Novotcherkassk regiAHMlssloV z CENTO.
ment:
give
to
trying
"The Tsar has been
MORNING JOt'RNAL
hi people liberty, but the revolutionWANT ADS
ists who want tn rule the country In
nn'NG RESULTS
the Interests of their own pickets are
The doutna
delaying the process.
R
ihalf of the members are Jews),youif
enemy
and If
fhe Tsur's worst
against
the dnuma
are asked to art
ond Us supporters you will be a ting
Representing Manger
Arery
for the Tsar and real liberty. The
Ronton
doom a has prevented the Tsar from
improving the conditions of your life 115 North Hrst Street, with Hnl
Ik Manger. AlbuqiK lapie, V
Better food and better iothss . I or i
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clear, concise.

FOR 30 DAYS ONLY
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The famous French author George occupy any position under parliament
who his just returned from a a from speaker downwards.
extensive trip through Smith Amerli a.
Iladami Jorgsnson. a prominent
Mates rhat he found the former arch- ll ader Of the Finnish feminist move-menow in St. Petersburg, assures
duke living happily as aiulowner and
attla raiser not far from Buenos me that many women will stand as
A y res.
andidates at the lirst general elec"One evening." he says, "'when I tion.
' In many parts of southern
Finland
was exhausted after a long day's travel I was received with great hospiowing to Immigration woman are in
tality al a hacienda. Although inv a large majority: and they will suphost spoke French faultlessly, his le-- port female candidates until such
of
nt told me that he was either a Ger- time as all the legal disabilities
man on an Austrian.
women are repelled by the Selm. W
"The next morning when I was expect to have nine or ten wotm n
looking over his large library I found members la the first reformed Selm.
' The new Selm will open every pru-f- l
It to contain nearly all QwntU book.
salon to w omen."
Over the fireplace hung a painting ol
Including the police, the army and
the archduke In Uniform. While I
was looking at this, my host entered navigation'.'"
and I then r cognized him.
"The army we don't want to enter,
"Your Imperial highness, everybody and cannot "under the existing agreein Europe considers you dead."
ment with Russia. And 1 "xpccl no
Bui there
"I know that," he replied with a candidates for the police.
smile, "and I am really .lead to the is ll" reason why WC should not comold world because I chose to be so. mand ships, mi the lakes in the far
When I was In Kurope I was consid- north, many women run small steam
ered luana and never had a mo- ers.
ment's peace nr a place where I could
"We have met practically no oppobe alone. Please do not tell anybody sition from men; and that In my
that you have met me. I am perfect- opinion gives Finland a right to claim
ly happy here in my new home."
a higher status In civilization than
The French traveler, w hose word can- any other European countries."
not be doubted, adds that the archduke, whom his neighbors know only
home Is
A German congressman's
as a simple planter. Is very popular not secure from police Interference
and beloved because of his charity. now.
Herr Braberger a
Because
Colonial Scandal.
no tuber of the reii hstag, had disThe colonial scandal Is spreading pleased the government by his exposand more and more men of hitherto ures of abuses ill the i. .Ionics, the pounblemished reputation arc found to litical police have raided his Hal to
be enmeshed In it, greatly to the Joy search for papers from which he drew
of the socialists whose papers say his information. They also ransacked
that the revelations arc by no means his desk at ihc house, an. Herr Braa surprise to them.
berger missed many documents.
as a mem- Hi- - iliiin of immunity
Ilerr Krzbcrger, the radical young
d
hstag
of
who
member
the reic
has ,or ,,r ,,f th reichstag was
become muckruker in chief, today ,., and the
proi sedlnga
writes in "uermania that not only of the police
makes people bsh
Chancellor von Buelow. but also the whether Berlin is not becoming too
kaser knew for more than two ye ns like st. Petersburg,
thai Minister of Agriculture von
had an understanding with
The next chancellor of the German
the firm of von Tippelsklrch & Co.
emi.tie mnv in. President Ballin of
Una,
His
When the kaiser was Informed of the Hamburg-America- n
the fact that his minister Introduced name is given as a likely successor to
"American graft" In Germany he re- Prince von Huelnw In an article liy
fused to believe It and CUl his
Maximilian Harden in the "Zukunft
off short with the words: "Von Another candidate for the post menoffiPobielsky is a gentleman and an
tioned In the article is Ilerr Wlcgand.
cer and would never do any such president "f the Norddeutachei Lloyd
thing as you allege. You must have line.
been misinformed. I shall not even
The kaiser's preference for men
hurt his feelings by asking him to de- who have managed great steamship
fend himself against
this infamous lines as likely to steer the shin Ot
slander."
stale successfully is part of his "Blue
The fat excellency has, however, water" policy, expressed by his faImbeen less of a gentleman than his
mous declaration that the "fulurc of
perial master thought, for Herr
the Fatherland is on the sea."
has made and proved new ac- Herr Ballin Is an intimate friend
usations which place the minister in of the emperor's, and the "Zukunft"
a most unfavorable light, among 'these relates that when the kaiser's guesl
that the Woornian I.lng has paid dou- went for shouting at Bubertuatock, he
ble price for the transport of troops was closeted for a long time with the
to Herman southwest and east Africa kaiser and Chancellor von Buelow in
and that the excess money went Into Ballln's room at the shooting lodge.
the minister's pocket.
The kaiser sat on the cheat of drawThe kaiser, who Is greatly worried ers, the chancellor on Hie bed. while
by the revelations, has now ordered President Ballin occupied the only
the hooks of the firm of Von Tippel- chair.
Co. seised and intends to
sklrch
Prince Buelow suddenly remarked'
have everyone who has abused his "If any reporter saw us iike fins, we
posiofftl
al
ontidence and used his
should read tomorrow fhat Herr Ballin
Is shortly to have a seal in the cabition to enrich himself, Severely punnet." The emperor added, "Or thai
ished.
One must not believe, however, that he will be chancellor, my dear BueHeir Braberger has received any low."
thanks for starting to clean out the
The intense itching characteristic
ANgtan stable. OB the contrary, he
has had to suffer all kinds of Indigni- - of salt rheum and ecsema Is Instant!
by applying Chamberlain'
lk
it the hands of the authorities allayed
w hom he exposed.
Ak a cure for skin diseases
Salve.
Not long ago the polltii al police this salve Is UMqnaled. For sale by
from all druggists.
rched his Hat for papers
Mthlch he drew his information
and:
ven his desk In the relchstag was FENNESSEY SAVES
I

.

s,

licour.

Now

Money to Loan

On Furniture. Pianos. Organs Horses.

CO-Roo-

(Hy Malcolm Clarke.)
The czar has confirmed for Finland
Berlin. Aug. 18. Archduke Joh mu What
he refused for Russia. He has.
of Austria, of Johann orth as he signad an ad passed by the Finnish
preferred to be known, who disap-- Selm granting universal suffrage withhum out distinction of sex. and specifically
peared many yens ago and
everybody thought dead,
jw said permitting women to become memto be alive ofter all.
bers of the Finnish parliament and to

anaai ked.

America.
Latest and Cheapest Reference Work
7,000 Illustrations
Volumes

28,000

I

i

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

Wagons and other Chattels: also on
salaries and warehouse receipts, as
low as S10.00 and as high aa 1200.00.
Loans are aulckly made and strictly
in
Best,
Drivate.
Time: One month to one
year given. Goods to remain
In your
possession. Our rates are reasonable.
40
Pa jes
Call and see us before borrowing.
Steamshln tickets to and from all
Box 218.
oarts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN
WANTED i'our bellboys at th.
3 end 4. Grant Blda.
Alvarado,
n.,t
14
years
under
tf
old.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
J It provides you the
init
workable.
in
It is
OPEN EVENINGS.
WAAiKD A ftrst-clabarber at
SO.. West Railroad Arenne.
GallUjj, New Mexico.
J It includes all dictionary and en
Guarantee
fair,
its
formation
1'cr. Veek,
at Page hotel. Address
FtHt SALK
Hohert J. Burk.
word- s- their derivation, pronunciation and definition. IJ It covers
FOR SALE General merchandise
WANTED A hustler to take orders business on the El Paso and Southfor "Spencer's secdles apple trees." western in eastern New Mexico. Stock
every department of the world's knowledge, describing minutely every subject in history,
Easy work. Call at 124 S. Waller st. $15,000.00 to $20,000.00. Fine opporbiography, geography, science, art, medicine, law, commerce, industry, chemistry,
or at office of George W. mhI.Im for tunity for right party. Can explain
full information.
tf good reason for selling. Locality healbotany, agriculture, engineering, language, mathematics, religions, music, drama, etc.
WANTED First-clas- s
bookkeeper : thiestA. inR.,New Mexico. Address lncpulr-IeJournal.
tf
one familiar with Spanish-speakin- g
modpeople preferred. Address A. H. Hl!-- i
FOR SALE New four-rooton Mercantile Co., San Antonio, N. M. ern bungalow. T. E. Gargan, 507 N.
WANTED
Laborers, native' and Twelfth st
FOR SALE Horse, buggy anil harwhite, and all trades supplied with
help on short notice. Also domestic ness; also second-han- d
saddle, buggy'
and harness. W. H. McMllllon, 211
servants. Abraham's Employment
W. Gold.
120 W. Silver ave., at Elite resits. mvintTh one 379.
rooming
FOR SALE A
house, cheap. Over Farr's market, S.
FEMALE HELP WANTED.
st.
second
r.
WANTED A young "lady"
FOR SALE One saddle pony; ono
Address P. O. Box 3S9.
horse, one range and dishes
WANTED A good girl for general saddle
Inquire r. W. Hunter, corner Broadhousewo rk. Ca 11 at 11 8. Wal ter si. way
and Copper av.
a20
WA NTED Ladles Our catalogue
FOR SALE
Prestí Jersey cow.c. w.
explains how we teach hairdressing, Hunter.
Broadway and Copper av. a20
manicuring, facial massage, etc., in
211
FOB SALE. Open buggy.
short time: mailed free. Moler College, Denver, Colo.
a23 Walnut or 501 iJst, after t p. m. a23
amt
FOR SALE. Good saddle
WANTED Young lady as ap
prentice in our millinery department. driving pony. Apply 621 8, Walter
Apply at the Economist between 9
FOR SALE. One awning, one new
w.
.ii send you (express prepaid) a net of THE NEW
and 12 a. m.
al9 delivery wagon, one show case. InIMPERIAL (40 vols.) in either the English Buckram or
1011 South
WANTED.',a.y
piano player! quire Younis Brothers
a22
Penny Parlor, 216 S. Second St. tt Second.
Half Morocco binding. Examine ihem at your leisure. If satisfied, .send us $3.00 and $3.00 per month unMoney
New
SALE
FOR
ot
set
at
our
oxpcnKO.
you
them
satisfactory,
The
examination
costs
return
If not
til vim have paid us in full.
Weight at a bargain. Woman's Exnothing. This offer Is made solely to Incroaao otnr Introductory list of subscribers, and the prices quoted in
WANTED Position by young man change, 401 W. Railroad ave.
Of
cost
actual
transportation.
OÍ
are
the
cent)
per
.r0
manufacturo
of
and
23 years of age. of good
appearcoupon (representing a discount
A
FOR SALE
ance as clerk or bookkeeper. Good general
store, doing good
merchandise
penman
and quick at figures. Ca.i
A FEW EXPERT OPINIONS.
11 A RRINGTON & CO.,
in good country town; good
No. 14
furnish best of references. A. L. S business,
reasons for selling; store building and
131 W. 31st St., New York City.
I find myself constantly consulting It. It deserves all the good
Journal.
dwelling for rent or sale. P. O. Box
things that are being said about It. Henry Wade Rogers, L.L.D.,
WANTED A good driving horse or 218.
Please send me, free, for inspection
a set of the Imperial Encyclopaedia,
Northwestern University, Evahston, ill.
horse and surrey. Must be reasonaFOR SALE OR LEASE Ciittle and
ry
v(
range
is
wide.
ble.
Dictionary and Atlas.
Address P. O. Box 53.
Its form and size are most convenient lis
sheep ranches; permanent water on
If satisfactory, I will remit $3.00
R per
The statements, discussions and presentations are comprehensive,
WANTED
at
$500
cent:
lirst patented lands and unlimited free
afler 6 days' examination, and $3.00
mortgage; good security; new buildHenrj G. Weston, President Crozer Theological Seminary,
b curate,
range with grass at present knee high
per month until paid in full,
ing.. Box"!
City.
a20 anil very little slock of any kind on It.
well phased with the clear, concise manner in
I am particularly
English
$;tn.oo;
Buckram,
(40vois.)
WANTED. - Position by strong. Located in Sierra county. Address
which if treats of Scientific and Philosophical subjects, giving full
Half Morocco .... $48.00; (40 vols.)
Willing boy of tuteen.
Work With C. Miller, Hillsboro, N. M.
If
presentation of topics within a small compass in language that can
If nol satisfactory, i will return the
board and loom preferred. Address
Henry P. Emerson,
books at your expense, as soon as I
FOR BALE At low prices, bedbe comprehended iy the ordinary reader.
or
719
N.
call
Mrs.
at
Porter.
Uth
room furniture, folding bed, mattressreceive shipping instructions from
Superintendent of Public schools. Buffalo, New York,
WANTED. To sell all kinds of slot es, parlor suit, tables, etc., beginning
you. Title to remain In you until all
I know of no work of .similar character which I would willingly
machines,
new
both
and second hand. Wednesday, August 15th, from 10 to
payments are made.
Oberlin
James tL Falrctalld(
accept in Its place.
Penny Parlor,
S. Second St.
tf 12 every morning until sold. Come
College,
WANTED
ñ early to 71 S Copper ave.
To
money
;i me
loan
.
v,
My family as well as myself are much pleased; the size of the
amounts to suit borrower. James F.
drop-hea- d
FOIt SALE Singer
Blown, Boom 14, First National Bank sewing
volumes is so much more convenient for handling than Hie largo
Street
a and 4 Grant bidg
machines
(1. B. McElmy, Ph. !.,
cyclopaedias.building.
Other
of
heavy
volumes
and
tf
FOR'SALE New"anrt"sccond-han- d
Town
I). I)., Adrian College, Mich.
imp-lRAKKR1KS.
at Albimuerouo Carnage Co.
accurate
comprehensive,
Draw line through binding not wanted
txtÜT
AMTÍ
In all respects answers my expectations
pIvbo
IOK
H RÍO An VM
.
.
...
vrtnrjo lyi'j"
'
FOR RENT.
llvered to any nart 'of
ami compact- .- Prof. Day, Vale University.
the clt7. wed-dlnFOR RENT One, two or three
cakes a specialty; satisfaction
cotfurnished rooms: also three-rooS. N. Balllnir.
guaranteed.
Bakerv. 207 South Ktrrt street. Pioneer tage. 522 S. Edith st.
UNDERTAKERS.
FOR RENT Houses of all klnus.
furnished and unfurnished; also storeBORDERS
WHAT PART OF THIS PAPER DO YOU THINK IS THE M0S T INTERESTING TO THE PERW. II. McMilllon, real estate
rooms.
Clfy Undertaker.
Black or white hearse, $6.00. Com- broker. 211 W. Cold.
mercial club Building. Auto telephone,
OR BOARDING PLACE?
FOB liKN'T .Nicely furnished
SON WHO IS EAGERLY HUNTING FOR A FURNISHED ROOM
IS 818:
Colorado, red 115. Albuquerque, electric light and bath; private rnouj
enNew Mcxlci.
trance; no invalids taken. t07 Norlli
IN THAT COLUMN OF THE MORNING JOURNAL
ADVERTISEMENT
YOUR
Fourth st.
a80
Mistakes Are Costly.
FOR R E N T Nicely furnished
Our Statement Ledger System not rooms;
conveniences. Applv
only prevents many mistakes, but aj1 S20 modern
South Third st.
a2a
im s time and worry. We know, Mr.
FOB BENT- - Pleasant
Retail Merchant, you would be inter- nishi-collage, at 215 Atlantic ave.
ested if you understood the system. Apph sju
S. Third st.
a.'O
Let us explain it to you. Auto 'phone
FOB
RENT Pleasant furnished
131.
rooms In modern house. 724 8. Be
H. K. LitliRow & Co.,
ootid st.
tf
Bookbinders.
Journal Building.
FOB RENT Furnished rooms for
,S.
light housekeeping.
115
No Sweat Shop.
Sixfli.
LlK,e To WLcX)
Our bread is made In the Isteal Im- Call at noon or evening.
WE
proved baker simp in the territory,
F( lTBENT Well built ; modern
Otlr method Is strictly sanitary, gee-- i adobe of lour rooms; near shops; $12.
OUR OWN
ll K is believing.
Come a'ld see for flTooton
Myers, 208
Cold av.
a20
yourself at the
Folt BENT Modern housekeepIF
PI ON 10 KB BAKERY,
ing rooms. 423 S. High at.
si 1
207 South First St.
FOB RENT.
modern
house.
Dr. E. N. Wilson, 406 s.
A Counter Proposition,
Duplicating counter sales books ar ' Arno,
tf
needed by every retail merchant. Our
FOB R E NT Ó n e 3 - room house,
prices are right. Let us show you furnished or unfurnished. W. V.
samples.
116 W. Coal.
tf
11. S. Llthgow & Co.,
FOR BENT One
double
Bookbinders.
Journal Building.
house, furnished or unfurnished. W.
V Futidle, 116 W. Coal.
tf
Miss Phtlbrick'a Kindergarten will
F( IB B ÉNT
room;
Furnished
open September 1, in Commercial
large closet, bath, electric lights, etc.
club building.
713 W. Sliver ave.
f
FOB REÑTFurnlshed room. hU

The Largest,

ti

vti

MALE HFLt. WANTED.
WANTED Roy to nail boxes. Ap
ply at box factory American Lumber
Co., at 7 a. in., Monday. Must bring
hammers.
tf
WANTED ! Men Our illustrated
catalogue explains how we teach barber trae quickly by practical experience;, mailed free.
Moler Barber
Collage. Denver. Colo.
a2 3
WANTED. Two dairymen. Must
be good milkers.
Matthews' Jersey
Dairy.
gJI
WANTED Bright boy to work In
office, some knowledge .,f shorthand
and typewriting neccssafy. Chance to
learn good business. Address P. O

DICTIONARY AND ATLAS

1

I

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

ENCYCLOPAEDIA

A Oerman Joan of Arc who was
domestic help and headed political
riots in 11 nut. ni c and In undergoing
martvrdom In Jail.
BACK
LIFE
The girl Elizabeth Rolph 2á year
old sprang Into fame hy making a
stirring address at a meeting of 500
workmen In protest against a proposed new franchise law which would deprive thousands of the poorer clec- Johann of Austria Long Be- itors
of their votes. Although only a
young servant earning $5 a month
Be
Went
Coipse
to
lieved
a
Elizabeth was elected president of a
ommittee formed to organize a re
1
Because
America
to South
bellion which was the direct result of
i
i
i
her eloquence.
ree-mnouent itnun Lunaiici m the serious riots which snowed.T'.lizaherh Itolnh was a bold and fcatShe led the mob
less commander.
In an attack on the rich anortar of
Believe
to
That
Loath
Kaiser
the city, (stores full of valuables w. re
sacked and looted under her direc-

Latest Improved Modern
Giaft Has Invaded the
Fatherland.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Domt

)

HORN BUTAaéVE
(Jood JYou

-

V-

Pont Belli éve TMTCorft
AROUND AND

ytt

Fu-trell- e,

i

A.

FLEISCHER

Real Estate and Loans. Fire
Insurance. Surety Bonds
lltto Phone

128

312

S. Second

Si

FOR SALE.

tf

N. Second st.

Pleasant" furnished
FOB RENT
rooms al 315 S. Third st.
tf

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS.

ATTORNEYS.
B

W. D. BRYAN

Attorney at Law.
Office In First Nation.-.-! bank build.
Ing. Albunuerque. N. M.
"
PHYSICIANS.
DR. R.XrmílirT
Room
N. T. Arlmllo Bids.
Tuberculosis treáted with High
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given from 8 a. m. to
4 n. m. Trained nurae In attendance.
Both 'phones
DR. J. H. WRÓTR
Physician and Surgeon.
Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. J. E. BRONSON
Homeopathic.
Physician and Surgesn.
Room 17 Whltlns Black.
DR. W. Q. SHADRACH
Practice Limited
Eye. liar. Nose. Throat.
Oculist and Aurist for Santa Fe coast
linea. Office 31 3
W. Railroad av.
invars ;i to 2 a. ni.. 1.30 to

$2,700

ry brick; bath,
cellar, electric lights cement walks,
on highlands, close In.
$2.850- brick; bath, electric
lights, barn, shade trees; W. Tijeras,
close In.
$2.000
new brick cottage;
N. Eighth St.; adobe outbuildings
$2,100
modern brick cottage,
bath, electric lights; good location.
$2,101
brick cottage; bal li,
electric lights; N. Second St.; $850
cash, balance on lime at 8 per cent
11,860
brick cottage, good
lights, lot 50x142, In Highlands.
$2.100
brick cottage, well
built, N. Eighth street.
$4.000 Two good houses, 6 lots,
shade trees, room for two more
houses; close In; N. Sixth street.
$2, 2.'i0
modern adobe, well
built, nicely finished. large grounds.
DENTISTS.
Good outbuildings, trees and shrubDR. J. IC. KRAlfT
bery. Fouth ward.
Dental Surgeon.
$2,200
frame dwelling, on
16 and 16 Grant Black, over
corner close tn, lot 76x142, fine Rooms
he
Colden
Rule Dry Goods comoanv.
shade trees.
Automatic Phone 272: Colorado. 164.
A fine piece of business property
for B. ... ALGER. D. D. S.
sale.
Offices: Arlmllo block, onoonlta
Some good ranchos fer sale close t den Rule. Ofllce hours. 8:80 a. m.Gol.
to
city.
12:30 n. m.; 1:20 to 6 d. m. Auto$2,000
brick cottaga, bath matic telephone 462.
Anooln'ments
electric lights, barn, corner lot, 50l made by mall.
142; N. Second street.
DR. L. E. ÉRVIN
$1,300
frame, new, barn
Dentist.
.
Auto Phone 6J1.
hade treas, city water, high
Rooms 20 and 22. Whiting block, sver
Leamarr and Llndemann.
$2,000
frame cottaga, bath
etc; B. Amo atreet.
ARCHITECTS.
$1,000
frame cottage, bnth, F. W. SPENCER
'
electric lights, close In, easy terms. V. O. WALLINGFORD
4 double housea,
$6,500
cloae In. InArchitects
come $80 per month; a good Invest Rooma 46 and 47. Barnett Bulldln.
Both 'Phonea.
merit. Half cash, balance on time at
8 per cent.
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
frame, bath, electrla
$2,600
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot 76x142, PITT ROSS
City Engineer.
Fourth ward.
Dealer In Land Scrip; Attorney be$1,300
frame, near shops.
$2,700
frame dwelling with fore United Statoa Land Office.
Room 18, Armljo Block.
modern conveniences; well built S.
Arno st
J. R. FARWELL
Money to Loan on Good Retal Estate
Civil Engineer.
.
Room 23. N. T. Armllo bulldlntr.
at Low Rates of Interest.
8.

Fre-quen-

cJUT

EASY FOR ONE FIRM IN BUSIBUT
NESS AS FOR ANOTHER TO "TALK".
WHEN IT COMES To "MAKING GOOD" THAT'S
MONEY
DIFFERENT. IT TAKES KNOWING-HOAND A GOOD NAME To GET THE BEST LINES OF
IT IS A MISTAKE To
GOODS INTO A STORE.
THINK THAT ANY MERCHANT CAN BlY ANY
LINES OF GOODS HE WANTS To BUY. THE MAKERS
OF THE BEST GOODS HUNT FOR THE BEST STORE
IN A TOWN TO HANDLE THEIR LINES, AND WHEN
A MANUFACTURER HAS ONCE PLACED HIS LINE
IN A STORE THERE IT STAYS.
THIS IS WHERE
CoMES IN. THEN BILLS MUST
THE KNOWING-HO- W
BE PAID. THAT TAKES MONEY. THEN THE STORE
MUST GIVE ITS PATRONS A SQUARE DEAL--GOSTJrr FOR THEIR MONEY. THAT BEGETS A GOOD
NAME. THE STORE THAT HAS THESE THREE
THINGS BECOMES THE WHIRLPOOL INTO WHICH
THE BEST LINES OF GOODS MADE DROP AND STAY.
IT

S

A

W,

OD

RESPECTFULLY,
SIMoN STERN,
THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER.

1

i

loca-Pon-

i.

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL,

KNIGHTS OF

1906.

Watch Albuquerque Grow!

PAIS

ran

SUNDAY. AUGUST 19.

for

With the contemplated and assured improvements Albuqueique is bound to become the largest and liveliest city between Los Angeles and Kansas City. Now is the time to buy some of those beautiful
residence lots in
University Heights at from $25 to $150 per lot; only $5 down, $5 a month, no interest. Free auto ride to property

CONVENTION

50-fo-

ot

Big Crowd

of Members Expected in Albuquerque During the Week of the Territorial Fair,

Julius Cklfelder,

r

University Heights Improvement
Co., Owners
First
Down Town Office: 119 Soutli Second Street,

BUsabethtown,

M.. grand chancellor of the New
Mexti i ;.. i1k of Knights of Pythias,
arrived In Albuquerque laat night In
nurse of a visit to the several local
N.

MH

National Bank Building

of the territory. While here
OPE
L'hlfelder discussed with mem- NOTED ORGANIST
bers of the. local lodge the arrangements for the meeting of the grand
to thos who are anxious u have & Gas Range, yet
lodge which will be held in Albuquei-quduring the week of the territorial
postponing buying till test year, we arc mailing
ate
fair, meeting on September 17th. The
ELKS' THEATER
this offer, good till August 10th.
grand lodge will hold its sessions in
the Elks' theater.
Mr.
l'hlfelder and C E. Perry,
Gas
grand
keeper of records and seals,
Gas
will arrive in Albuquerque on Septem52-1- 6
ber lfith and will open headquarters
No.
No. 25 16
in the Sturges hotel.
The sessions
will continue for three days and the
SO
OO
grund lodge degree will be conferreu
upon all past grand chancellors in
good standing.
Dr. Minor C. Baldwin of New "Lovers and Lunatics" Title oí
TERMS: I&.00 cash and
About seventy-fi- v
TERMS: $5.00 cash and
delegates will be present, representing
$3. Tid ,t month lor live
$4.00 ;i month for four
lodges of the territhe twenty-on- e
Clever Play To Be Presented
York Will Give First Recital
tory. C. L. Easley of Santa Fe, E. E.
moni lis.
months.
BrowM of Ijin Vegas and J. J. Leeson
by Local Talent on Augon New Organ in Presbyof Socorro, past grand chancellors of
the order, will attend the sessions.
ust 30,
terian Church,
The local committees In charge of
arrangements for the meeting are
To each purchuttr of a Ranjfe will be given, FREE,
as follows:
a ma A Com perH of Alhuquerqu
Dr. Minor C. Baldwin, of New York,
C. E. Hudcjtn.
Hldg
Entertainment Committee I,. W.
one years subscription to on- of the following maga
one
Young.
of the most famous organists In Ictus will have the honor of opening
C.a4les, D. H. Boatrlght. C. O.
sine The Delineator, ool Housekeeping or woman '
A. (',. Harrison, C. O. Cushman, J. H. America, and considered hy a great Blks' theatre for the season of H09-- 1
('rum,
many critic! as the foremost man 07, the In, use having been engaged for
Rome Companion! '1 his excellent offer will be closed
Reception Committee L. H. Cham-berll- in his profession, has been secured the night of AugUsI 10th when a clev-- '
after Monday AUGUST THE TWENTIETH.
chairman; George F. Albright for a recital In the First Presbyterian er little comedy, "Lovers and Lunawanted him on a chame of lOUnter- - the Southern Pacific trains passii;
W. S. Hopewell, George Arnot, Felix church early in September when the tics" will be produce, under the difelting.
inform,,! iliem that in- through Mohawk Summit, The gan
Baca, S. E. Newcomer, George Learn-ard- , handsome new pipe organ présenle,! rection of Prof. J M. Crum, for th-- had been He
turned oyer to the ra ni o ovni, nt iv toon, out that tlnv wetI. B. Payne, J. H. Hatcher, P. to the church by Mr. Joshua Ray- benefit "f th
The Albuq. Gas, Electric Light & Power Go.
Highland Method1.-'- , county authorities,
win, wen In, I,
being watched and gave up the plat
S. Rosenthal. Frank Ackerman.
nolds1 will have been installed.
church. The play is a fast and furious him on the charge of bigamy
waltlr,
Wheeler,
Lieutenant
after
The recital has been arranged hy 'farce, chuck full of amusing si in
for several days, had the rangers ,,!
a
Wll
It is definitely kn
LAS VEGAS GETS THE NEXT the building committee of the church lions and bright talk and the lines Wood,
out
and destroy the barrels s,, that
in
is
Cochise
coun
who
wanted
on
proceeds
applied
will
be
and the
are nol exacting, and the clever young ty
they
could not be used. The lleuten- mensos,
ano
win,
niu
ior
several
combuilding
the
fund.
The
church
people who have the leading par's
BANKERS' CONVENTION
that It must have taken the
mittee has been exceedingly fortúnale have bad en,, ugh experience in ama- been indicted by the United Statas ant stalessome
little time to , oiled ttl6
in securing Dr. Baldwin,
whose time teur work to make them at home grand Jury of this district on a charg'i outlaws
of robbing the postoH'le, at Turner a barrels on the desert, and it was eviis fully Occupied wilh concert work In and at ease
stage.
on
the
The
cast
dent that they had only been placed
At a meeting of the executive com- the cities,
row years since, has Deen the compaHe has hut recently rebeen carefully selected and Promittee of the New Mexico Bankers' turned from a vet y successful con- has
nion of Alexander for some time, ami there the day of the discovery, as liny
been
drilling
Crum
has
the
fessor
IHeember 10, 105.
Santa l Brunch K.ffet-tlvassociation, held here yestersay, Las cert tour In Europe,
they were frequently seen together on wore beginning t,, dry up When they
Dr. Baldwin
It
weeks.
will
were destroyed a few days later.
Vegas was chosen for the second an- was one of the organists who appear piece for SOUS
l.e the best thing he has the streets of Yuma and in fact WilSTATIONS
Westbound
,f
There is noi the slightest doubt In Baatbound
nual convention of the association and ed In recital in Chicago during the produced III Albuquerque.
lis Wood has been in the office
September 25th as the date.
Lv
Columbian exposition, and lie will he, The pi. in will be well worth seel ig Sheriff Livingston at Fuma on sever-,- i the mind of the lieutenant thai the 11:00 a. m
Santa Kn
t:I0 p. m
Ar....
i,, that official Woods' gang were preparing to make
Present at the meeting yesterdav remembered hy a good many Albu- land from tin- very satisfactory ad- al
asioiis and talk'
Española
p.
Lv
1:2 p. m
12:51
m
Lv....
fixing
a
were E. A. Cahoon, cashier of the querque people who heard him in re- vance sale of seats, it will be done
raid of some kind and were
who was unaware thai tin- man w as a
Lv
12:26 p. m
Embudo
First
was o il up thing! o as to make good their 2:11 p. m....Lv
National bank of Roswell, cital hall at the Worlds fair in SI. a crowded Ionise. The cast follows:
much want, ,! criminal and
had BSCS De hy having water for their 3:00 p.
chairman of the committee, D. T. Louis. The date eel fot Hie recital'
until after Lieutenant Win In
Baranca
m....Lv
Lv.... 11:38 p. m
horses across the desert, whore their
llosklns, cashier of the San Mlgutl has not been set hut It will he possl- - Oaptaln ibaalah Skinner
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posture make an additional demand upon the heart. Keep the arms at the circle it must be staggering.
Something Entirely New!
by
MYER
the latest devices in jiipliig. Get a
&
side-- .
Asthmatii al persons are advised to use high pillows, but others should
free estimule of cost today.
From the way poor Mr. Locb is getuse smaller head rests. Crowing children and old persons require much more ting sued for damages, being a pr
DEALERS IN REAL ESTATE
secretary must be a great deal
sleep than BWOgla in the prime of life. An infant sleeps nearly all the time,
We carry the Finest Line
umpire.
ball
being
a
base
like
West Gold Ave
and Mr, Qladatone, when over eighty years of ago, premier of Oreat Britain
208
Garden Hose in the City.
"The Reseivoir
Will the anatomical editor of the
and leading mind of all the world. Is said to have slept eighteen hours a day.
livening Citizen explain for the bene- SALE
WE HAVE
...
Thus different Conditions require different allowances, but under all condithe
lit of an anxious pabilo where
Standard Plumbing and
tions the central fact remains thai the key to health and long life is "weary "Home Pride Pulse" Is located?
ge
Heating Company.
nature':, sweat restorer, balmy sleep."
A few small ranches, ranging from
it Is probable that any advice asked,
three to ten acres each: all under
Colo. Phone, R 284.
Auto. Phone 71
o e
from David B. Hill or Alton Brooks
e
..,
412 West Railroad Ave., AlbuuiiArqu
ditch nnd under lilsh state of
Parki by the democrats this year will
N
A
COMPLETE POU N T A
be soli ly for the sake of politeness.
É
B V R I Ml B
Also, desirable lots lu tlie dlffcrei.t adT AT IS
ditions to the city.
to
grieved
is
pained
V
and
The Kaiser
B ANITA
I'CTI BLE,
And
Bnd graft
in the Vaterlatul.
We have severul small cottages, well
e t there was a general Impression thai
RECAND
ECONOaffCAL.
in, for sale on reasonable terms.
0
IS hardly surprising that nature, when she apportioned the growing uní was a ort of a royal old graftor
LEADING
OMMENDED
HY
himself.
things to various regions of the earth some thousands of years ago.
AND NURSES.
PHYSICIANS
Colorado 'Phone, Black 144 J
falled to foresee the twentieth century needs of that restless biped who
The large titles of the country
BOLD UNI. Y BT
connect1 in
have underground
rules the rest of the metabolic throng.
it Is not to he Wondered at. mustwhenever
FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
the lid is flapped down
therefore, th.kt mankind has found It desirable, not to say necessary, to for
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brashes,
hard on our town, it seems to Ay off
transplant and eradicate and rearrange generally a very considerable number a other.
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.
a
of food and fabric producing plants.
e
Acres ami a Mule," is the
"Forty
THE PRESCRIPTION
The earlier attempts to do this were not crowned with striking success, political Issue at stake with the RusDRUGGIST
uui mm un an oi agriculture nas gradually evoiveii into a science It ha'i sian peasant, says an xrhangc If It's
become Increasingly possible actually to improve on nature's own product a Missouri animal It will need at least
forly acres.
and arrangements.
And now. as a matter of fact, most of our food and
406 SOUTH FIRST STREET,
ALRUQCEHQTJE,
NEW MEXICO
203 West Railroad Avenue
many of our fabric plants have been so changed and bettered that If n
The startling frequency with which
Steiisland U seen In all parts
primitive farmer of the race should return to earth he would scarce believe Hanker country
only gees to show- thl
of the
The Alvarado Pharmacy
himself on the same planet where he did his pioneer agricultural work.
the average man can see just aboul
A very large number of our domestic fruits have been doubled or what he wants to see.
trebled In size by cultivation; not a few now common here were brought h
Seoetary Shaw was Introduced at
B. H. Hrlggs & Co., Proprlet rs
man from distant regions.
The grains and potatoes and nuts have been a Missouri meeting as a fulun presiFirst Street and Gold Ave
s.
Tin dato
of the United stab
W E V ILL S E L L O ü R
Both Phones
crossed ami selected and Inbred to a state of perfection (for human use) dent
Oolite
regard
was not given, out of
HARNESS AM) SADDLES
which unaided n iture could never have attained.
for the feelings of Mr. Shaw.
AT SPECIAL M)W PRICES
I'OII THIRTY RAYS
The Dallad States dcpartmint of agriculture has for several years
Mrs. kfaokay, the only woman memdevoted one of Its bureaus to what Mr. David Fairchlld, in an article In tint ber of the school
hoard of RosiVil
Heavy Concord Team
ness, per set
National Geographic Magazine, wills "Our Plant Immigrants.
$5.00
We haw hong Island, has taken a stand foe
ngents all over the world on the lookout for useful plants suitable for thl the abolishment of spanking. Bvl
dently she Is nut a mother.
W Merit an
soil and límate.
When such a one Is found a number of indi408 West Railroad Avenue
says that
The
viduals are purchased, shipped home and tested. If they prove satisfactory
Die poacher's doom Is sealed Hie
the agrh ultural department publishes the fact and furnishes anyone with seal it'doomed. There are a number
s
doom sealers operating in
of
seed who desires to set them to work on his land
M FRENCH FHALE
la now who might help out.
ltu
a
Mr. Fairchlld mentions
number of these domesticated and acclimated
plants which the country owes to the activity of his bureau, and he apIn line with Its usual policy of conHIVED KNOWS TO fill. Sa'-- I
A.tl,
parently believes that even more valuable economic results will follow It, servatism, the Bvenlng Citizen conns
Iw
Heol pr'P.lil
Li.ii.v Hrfun lM
liu.r.nter.!
out with a scare head about the Alv
lw (I1 f,
K II 00 ir twl. Will .ip,? ír.fn ria IttC
further work along then lines. In the mutter of new varieties and foreign nido Are three days after It happened,
,
co4
wiiffi '.lll. bii.iit, rne it
mullí
to ti.i
bt thru arnd fon,
importations of flowers even more remarkable results have been obtained ami two days after nulling the flrn as
Verily It Is to grin.
r
UNirro Mroiot CO., do.--- T4
Is a ncoeeslty and tho cost is small. We have Uicm. First National Bank
a
canard.
than with fruits and grains.
OK OXFORDS FOR THE ME;
Sold In Alhuqucrduc by the I H
Perhaps the Almanac's deafenlti'!
WOMEN AND CHILDREN
O'HIclly Com,, any.
THE Interior department his In hand a thorough Investigation of the silence Is accounted for by the fad
that it has suddenly had urgent occanotoriously extensive land frauds In northern California anil there Is eveij sion to git busy elsewhere.
We wunt to dispose of every
reason to look for the conviction of many timber thieves and the recovery
W. L TRIMBLE & COMPAhiY
pair
before the opening of the
"Warmer In the Interior," says th"
of large and valuable bodies of public lands.
LIVERV, FEED AND TRANSFER
season
reduced
Fall
have
and
weather bureiMi. A mint Julep Is good
8TAULEM
for It.
their price accordingly. They
g
would be good
SECRETARY lloNAPARTE thinks
paya
an
aro
Investment
that
A Texas paper alludes to a certa n
First Class Tn monta at Reason
In the milder forms of the disease it might do. hut
medh Ine for anarchists.
well in style, comfort mid wear.
politician as a "political Luther Bar
able Halos.
when It gets to the stage that leads to assassination, hanging Is the only hank." The Houston Posj says that 's
Between the Oreat rknithwest and Kansas City, St. Louts, Chicago,
New Phone 222.
Old Phone 2
apeak
ill
hot
chosen,
auieaiiy
because
11.50,
Men's Canvas Oxford
reliable remedy.
and all points North and East by the
inn Murlmnk Is a grafter. Probably
now si.io.
the meaning Intended was apropos of
"My dear sir." was the answer, the distribution of plums.
"WHY don't you get an automobile?"
Kid Oxfords $2.00, now
1.35.
ta'l need it. I have n dog, three life Insurance policies and a boll. I have Nlomueh Trouble- - and CnilMlpntlnn
El P&.S0 (ft
trouble enough. "Washington Star.
No one can rcummablc
Men's Calf Oxfords J3.00.
hope for
Sx.'j:,.
good digestion, when the bowels ur
ROW
WHOLESALE
Mr. Chas, Baldwin, .if
MANY cltlsens of Louisville resent the appointment of Robert E. Woods constipated.
MERCHANTS
Men's
Patent Colt oxfords,
Mwardarllle, III., says: "I suffered
The man has never tasted whiskey!
postmaster.
Mil), now M.M.
frmn
chronic
ami
cohitltsktlon
stomach
Wool. u:dc
several
troubles
for
Pelta
Women's Canvas Oxfords.
bul, thanks to Chamberlain'
Sliorteet, Quickest, therefore the Best.
a Specialty
The Only way with two
THERE are stories of official graft In Manila which suggest that the yors.
IlilO, tmw 91.20.
gtomach and Liver Tablets, um
AIiROQlTEItQW
LAR VK4.A
through trains dally, carrying Standard and Tourist Sleeuera, Ob.
ward politician has no monopoly of the hrslnes.
pael:-fiRget
Why
not
cured."
I
Women's Canvas Oxfords,
servation Dining Cars, Chair Cars and Conches. Fur any trip, any
of these labletN and get well nnd
$l.T.r,, now 81. !0.
wh-r- e,
any time TABLE TUB BOL'THWEHTKftN.
stsy
learn,
through
Douglas
2S
Samples
happy
to
wellf
the
cents.
Internnllonnl
Prlco
WE ARE
American
The
Elmo Sample and
St.
tree. For Bale by all druggists.
lH.Oi).
Kid
Women's
Oxfords
Is
her
manhood.
asserting
stilt
Arlsona
that
HOW 81.35.
Club Rooms
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT DEER
THE worst taint In the Tlryan dollar subscription Is lh.it 'lolnt forth AT WALTON'S DIM O STORE.
Choice
CO.
Liquor Served. A Good Piece
Wnmh Kid Oxfords $2.
I ,r Fall Particulars see any Agent or Addi
now 81:93.
to while awar the weary nours.
t.
coming. HI. I.nuls
EAT .I.UTVS KRACK CREAM
All the Pcpular Games.
Keno every
KING
V.
Mil 111
tf
Women's Kid Oxfords $1.90,
Monday, Thursday and Saturday
General Agent
Gen. Pasa. Agent
now 82.33.
MlSSOl.'Itl democrats h ive dei Ided to ignor state lnes and depend on
Nighta.
EL PASO, TEXAS
Morolos .Totimal Want Ads
JOSEPH BARffETT,
Bryan to carry the state for them.
Drlng Results.
(30 W. Railroad Ave.
Proorletor

Entered as second-clas- s
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MUCK RAKERS

FAltTD 0I6
UP SCANDAL

the remainder of the season.
The countess Is looking much better
than she dirt about a month ago. Rhe
has
been greatly comforted by the
presence of her sister and other members of her family, and her stay by
the sea has done much to calm her
haken nerves.
On October 17, the court will decide the question of the divorce, thn
guardianship of fhe children, and the
división of the property.
I'ntil that
date nothing will be dune.
Another king has come to Paris.
but although he Is wealthier than
King Slsowath of Cambodia, and
drives around in a luxurious automobile which belongs to him and Is not
lent by the French government like
that In which King Slsowath drove,
he has not attracted anything like the
attention

that did the oriental

king

M. BERGER

Amalgamated

Copper.
There f
aiso in i nutvi
States Steel. These stocks showed a
Wholesale Flour and Feed
large proportion of the total sales of
the day which ran at a rate of actilv-t- y
equal to the boom days of April.
1S02.
The trading In the Pacifies
Empress, "Mooes B. st," "Gold Seal,"
was wild and brokers in these stocks
"Blanco." "North Star" and "Mounapparently had orders to buy unlimtain Hose" Flour at wholesale.
ited amounts at the prices asked by
Kansas and Native Bay, Alfalfa.
sellers, whatever those might be.
Oats, Barley, Corn, Corn Chop, Wheat,
Ploslne quotations:
White and Red Bran.
109 "4
Amalgamated oCpper
Ilex Stock and Poultry Food.
Sugar
W V.
Manhattan Stock and Poultry Food.
264
Anaconda
Crushed Oyster Shells, Chicken
98 ',4.
Atchison
Bone, Beef Scraps, Native Salt and
100 U
do preferred
other Stock and Poultry Foci.
228
New Jersey Central
62
Chesapeake & Ohio
188
St. Paul, preferred
Auto. Phone 62é.
Ü4 W. Copper Ave
90
Big Four
3G
Colorado & Southern
69 Vj
do first preferred
70
do second preferred

and

were nuge transaction

.

LITTLE PORCELAIN GRAFT
STOPPED

BY

FALLIERES

King Leopold Enraged at Bemaids on the trains, in lieu
smirching of His Latest Mi- of Ladies'
porters, have been installed hy the
P. L M. Hallway company of France.
stressGossip of Nations The
maids, who wear a neat uniform
are In attendance upon the passengers
From Gay Paris,
and have been found to be of great
(Uy, Puiil Viniere.)
Paris, Aug. ÍS. Inspired by thP
Buccess of thoi.- - American brpthrcn,
muck-rakwould-b- e
journalistic
here have in vain tried to find some
worthy object of their wrath and win
for them such fame as came almos!
over night to Mr. Upton Sinclair, but
radly enougb for them though to the
praise of France today, no scandal of
any Importance was found even by
the most energetic probers.
One of them, it is true, a reporter
on the staff of a Parisian daily, locat
ed and exposed a form of graft which
has now been stopped much to the
i egret
of politicians of all shade.
The graft is of quite old standing and
has cost the country considerable
money,' emanating from high government officials who gave it to politicians, who had been or mlsht become useful to the party in power,
"bona de Sevres," i. e.: orders
lor goods on the famous old porcelain factory, which is owned by the
state.
As roon as President Fallieres was,
informed of the existence of this custom which has been in use from
he ordered it stopper:
and now the poor muck rakers are
once more looking for trouble which
they cannot find.
Old King Leopold of Belgium Is furious and has sworn to ruin financially the socialistic paper, "Le Peuple."
In Brussels, which has dared to
his latest mistress, Baroness"
Vainillan, for whom he has built a
palace, "Vlile Flora," at Laeketi, connected with the king's own castle b
a bridge,.
After giving a vivid description of a
meeting between the king ami the
baroness, and
minute description of

the lady's bedroom, the paper says:
"Haroneas" Vaughan Is beautiful,
even In his old age the old Don Juan

has a good taste for feminine beauty.
height, has a
.She Is of medium
"peachy" complexion, and long auburn hair. She has the innocent air
of a pure girl. She is, however, headstrong, tickle,
and uses
vulgar language.
is
daughter
a
of
Bucharest
she the
janitor, who soon after her birth
moved to Paris, where he adopted the
name, Lacrolx. The mother of the
"Baroness" died many years ago arirt
Iter father in 1903 after having spen.
his last years In a madhouse.
Her eldest sister Laura, is an honest apple woman, the second, Angela,
lives in this city on the bounty of ie
eral gentlemen at court, who are thus.
In a way, brothers of their king. She
is addicted to morphine and has twice
been In an asylum. She often visits
her sister in "Villa Flora." A third
sister, Maria, Is a decent woman,
while the fourth, Juliette, who is very
young, has already left the path of
virtue."

service to ladles travelling alone, or to
others who have required the innumerable little services which only a
well trained maid can perform to the
satisfaction of a woman.

Baron Henri de Rothschild has received from King Carlos of Portugal,
the Insignia of the Ordevnof
Christ.
comment In
This has caused much
French society ns the Uothsehilds being Jews It seems odd that one of
them should become a Knight of
Christ.
A "Jacquerie"
in a mild form Is in
progress in La Brie, one of the
richest agricultural regions of Franc.
The farm laborers have struck wor t.
and are forming themselves into a union under the red Hag, calling their
by beat
fellows together
of dnrm.
to demand higher
Their object i::

wages.
Hands

of two or three hundred
strikers march through the country,
picking up recruits either willing or
unwilling, at every farm. These peasant battalions are headed either by the
tricolor or the more sinister red Hag
of socialism, and cheered on their way
by the music of drums, trumpets and
accordeons. Ksoorts of gendarmes accompany the march, hut no violence
has occurred to necessitate their pretence.

Although the laborers

of La Brie

are the bell paid in Kranee, the cost
Conseof living there is excessive.
quently the heads .of families are in

constant distress, to relieve which,
they have determined to form unions.
This movement has only been in existence about a month, but the employers In one district have recognized
the union and granted a considcrab'e

rise in wages.
The prospect of the peasant's pay
being raised throughout
the affected
area is weakened by the fact that the
farmers can get plenty of Belgian labor from across the frontier at cheaper rates.

FINANCE

AMMÍ0MMERCE.

The Metals.
New York, Aug. IS. In the absence
of London cables the metal markets
were quiet today and generally unchanged. Copper was firm with lake
quoted at $ 1 S.fiL'M. ill 18.75 ; electrolytic, at
18,50, and casting at
Lead was unchanged
$18.90pi8.j)6.
at $5.7.1. Spelter was quoted at ÍG.00

tl8.3?9

(ii'0.10.

lars, file.

Silver,

Chicago

Chicago,

6694c.

Mexican

dol-

(rain Market.

Aug. 18. New low record
marks tot the season were recorded
for all deliveries of wheat in the local
market today, as a result of liquida ion
by discouraged
holders. September
wheat ooened at 70c to 70c, sold at
t

37
77
97

143

sec-

ond preferred

Southern Pacific
Union

44
90
94

4

Pacific

Vi

4!; V
United States Steel
107
do preferred
92
Western Union
United States Bonds
104
Bcfunding 2's, registered
104
do coupon
101
Rofunding 3's. registered
103 ',4
do coupon
103 Vi
Old 4's, registered
03 '.4
do coupon
129
New 4's, registered
129
do coupon
Money on call, nominal; primé mer6
paper,
per
Bar
5Vt
cent.
at
cantile

or Placed on Commission
Nickel ami Penny Machine?

Amusement,
fcjJST

Large Profits on Small Investment

TEJ

BAKERY

FIRST PRKSBOTEItl.W" ClU'ItCII.
STEVENS & B0WYER, PROPS;
(Corner Fifth and Silver.)
itEV. HUCrll A. COOPElt, Pastor.
213 West Railroad Ave.
Regular morning services will be
Conducted by the pastor at 11 a. m..
In the Sunday school room.
In the
evening the congregation will unite Why not live
We have the
with the congregation of the First
.Sunday
school at
Methodist church.
best
on
9:4.'i a. m. The young people meet at
7 p. m.
is exA cordial Invitation
tended to the public.
CAKE BAKER
BUTTERNUT
HIGHLAND METHODIST C'lHJRCIf.
BREAD
in the city
(.112 South Arm. street.)

144;

V. M. 2K

Call and He Convinced

y PA RLOUS
26'

vis. Prop.

.

S. Second

St

m

i

I

S

Special Rates to the West

!

1
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W.J.PATTERSON

Livery and Boarding Stables

311-31-

3

THE

R

there

OF

Journal

those
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aMHBSBBa

University notes
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CORONADO TENT CITY

bald-head-

ed

ASK ANY

G--O

TO

t?he Future

n

f

.1.
M. SOLLIK.
Pastor.
You should plan to Like hat trip to California. You will enSunday school at 9:4.", a. in. .1. I).
joy the change. Visit the Grand
Preaching
Emmons, superintendent.
YOUR ORDERS;
by the pastor at 11 a. m., subject, TELEPHONE
LibCanyrm And Petrified Forest.
St. Paul
and the Law." At 8. p.
eral limit and stop-over- s.
in. there will be an informal service
held. The pastor will read the Scrip-tunsilvers 66rj4c.
Los Angeles and return, $36.00.
The Missouri Pacific R'y
after which the meeting will be
thrown unen to anyone who may deSan Diego and return, $36.00.
Chicago Uve Stock.
and Iron Mountain Route
Chicago, Aug. IS. Cattle receipts. sire to take part. Senior League at
San Francisco and return, $.15.00.
A
by
p.
Wells.
Miss
Li.zie
led
in.,
$3.8.1
400; market, steady. Beeves,
nt each service Is
For other rates and full particui6.7r; cows and heifers, tl.l6Q6.30; large attendance
will be
stoekors and feeders, $2.40 fj 4.50; desired. A special welcome
Have at all times maintained
call at ticket office. Tickets on
city.
are
in
lars
strangers
the
given
who
$5.2!"ffi
7.10.
calves.
the best passenger service in the
market,
2,000;
Sheep receipts,
sale cy',tv Tuesday, Thursday and
RPISOOI
'AL
CUFRCH.
ST.
JOHN'S
steadv. Sheep, IS.004K.ia; yearlings, (Coiner Fourth and Silver Avenue.)
South and West to points North
Saturday during May, June, July,
I6.409I.SO; lambs. $4.50 8.00.
A. ti. HARRISON, Itei tor.
and East via St. Louis, and South
E. PUROY, Agent.
T.
August
and September.
Holy communion at T:l0 a. in..
Big Wool Sale at CarNliad.
and Southeast via Memphis, and
10 a. in.; morning
Carlsbad. N. M.. Aug. 18. J, A. Sunday school,
points
in
evena.
these
sermon,
at It
territories are best
in.;
and
Crawford has sold and shipped to prayer
reached via these lines.
market 220, oon pounds of wool for ing prayer and sermon at p. m.
eighi to ten ranches on the stake
FIRST MF.TIIOOIST Id'IKCOPAL.
SUPERIOR DINING CAR,
plains, the clips reaching as high as (Corner
Lead Ave. and Small Third.)
Automatic Plume S2S.
1'
4c a pound.
Colorado Phone r.7
SLEEPER AND THROUGH
pastor.
.1. C. BOLI.INS.
i.i.,
ItEV.
beJ. '.. Croiier has sold 40 acres
meets
promptly
Sunday
school
The
CHAIR
CAR
SERVICE.
C.
A.
longing to County Commissioner
11
worship
.Morning
limits 'if at 9:45. with sermon by the at
Heard, in the corporate
pastor,
Before taking your trip these line!:'
for SB.OOI) o'clock
Carlsbad, unimproved,
Everlasting Shield." There will
facilities
should be considered.
cash. The tract had been divided In- "The
he special music at the morning serto 11 town lots and would have been vice.
For information, see your local
Bp worth League meets at 7
put on the market this fall. J. II. o'clock, the subject for tonight is
West Silver Afi nur.
ticket agent, or address
Allinqncrquc, New Mexico
Hackley of Van Horn, HI Paso coun- "Local Sunday School Interests." At
ty, was the buyer.
the" union service with the
S O'clock
J. T. Edwards, an old timer or tli" Presbyterian church, In this house.
E. O. GRIFFIN,
4UUTHWISTCRN P.ISENQIf, AOENT,
WORLD IS FULL
ODD AND CURIOUS
Indian period of this country, has re- Bev. 11. A. Cooper will preach. StranSAN ANTONIO,
on
turned to Carlsbad to locate, having gers made welcome to all services.
may
so
be
still
who have
C.
H.
TOWNSENO,
for many years been a civil engineer The public cordially Invited.
UiNEHAl. PAQVCNHE
Af,) TICKET AGIN I
In Memphis, Tcnn. Mr. Bd wards has
not
Morning
the
used
classified
ad
columns.
ST. LOUIS.
participated In many Indian fights ST. PAI L'S LI TIirwW CHURCH,
4
'around where Carlsbad is now situat (Corner Sixth street and Silver Ave.)
all of the faed and went through
ERNEST MOSKK. Pastor.
mous Lincoln county war.
German service and sermon at 11
a. m. After the morning service holy
baptism will be administered. English service and sermon at S p. in.
Everybody Is cordially invited to attend the services.
Tomorrow at 9 o'clock registration
a a a
for the new year's work begins.
BAPTIST AND OONG BF(i ATIONAIj.
on
Professor Wcinzirl. who was on
Service in Baptist church,
Bre.iduay. Sunday Schools and young
leave of absence last year doing spe
Wiscontime
university
of
the
at
usual
lal work at the
people's societies
sin, has returned and Is ready for Ills and
place. Morning service at II
o'clock with sermon by Lev. .1. W.
classes.
Prof. D. M. Richards, who was re- Barron on the topic. "The Work
cently elected to the chair of history, Christ Expects His Followers to Do."
Evening service at 8 o'clock, topic or
Is living on .North Waller street.
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French Journalists Inspired by of the ballet.
King Bona XTMaye. king of Ooloss. Krle
one of the rulers of Dahomey who Intel borough
"The Jungle" Probe in Vain Iswere
made prisoners by General
do prefet red
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for Victims to Bring Them Dodds.
cation and has managed to become New York Central
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Inspection. King M'Diaye Is as black
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